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sport rule" unless adopted by the individual universities, according to the
decision reached today by faculty representatives of the "Big Nine" at their
annual fall meeting here today. The
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POLICE

ACCUSED OF

1AFT

WELBO

AGAINST
PROTESTS
DAMAGING PRESIDENT OF BIG CONCERN TES- INDICTMENTS AGAINST SUSPECTg
conference was put on 'record as
OF TUNNELS ON MEXICO-VERTIFIES BEFORE INDUSTRIAL
the numbering of . football playED OFFICERS RETURNED BY
CRUZ LINE
COMMISSION
ers, which was generally successful
GRAND JURY
this year, but decided that it, too, was
a matter for Individual choice among
UNITED STATES IS INFORMED PREIMTS
ARE FENCED UP A
the universities.
CONFESSES
'av-crin-

li

ERVIANS

RALLY Today's Story of the RENCH ADVANCE
War, Told

AND HOLD OFF

REFUND

FIRMS ASK
THIS IS DONE IN CONFORMITY VOTERS IN SOME LAS ANIMAS HE SAYS THE BLUECOATS TRIED
Washington, Dec. a. The San FranWITH ENGLAND'S MEXICAN
COUNTY
COMMUNITIES
TO "CROAK" HIM, SO HE
cisco chamber of commerce today filPOLICY
ARE BARRED OUT
"SQUEALED"
ed with the interstate commerce commission, on behalf of many shippers,
Trie desperate character of the hand
large reparation claims for switching IT IS NOT OPPOSED TO VILLA ONE EMPLOYE IS SENATOR POCKETS
to hand fighting in trench assauUs,
WERE BOTTOMLESS
charges formerly collected by railthe use of hand grenades and bomb
was
This
roads
action
there.
supplethrowing machines, are described in
HE WILL MINERS ARE NOT OBLIGED TO THE MORE MONEY THAT FELL
a British eye witness report Issued to SO BITTER IS CONTEST, THAT 500 mentary to similar tlaims filed by IF ELECTED, HOWEVER,
NOT ESCAPE SETTLEMENT
Los 'Angeles shippers, amounting to
OBEY DICTATES OF THE
INTO THEM THE MORE WAS
YARDS'
GAIN
IS
CONSIDERalso
al
discloses
which
that
the
day,
FOR
BENTON
CORPORATION
millions
commission
of
The
MATTER
DEMANDED
dollars,
LARGE
ED
lies are using tunnel-borinapparatus
rulheld
and
the
that
charges
illegal
for subterranean approach to the Ger
5. Sir
Cecil
was sustained by the supreme
Washington, Dec.
Denver, Dec. 5. "Is there any one
Chicago, Dec. 5. indictments were
man entrenchments.
It Is said that ing is being waged ho ly. The text of ing
Spring-Rice- ,
.
the
British
New returned today naming two police of
Court.
else
with
in
communicate
ambassador,
you
the
communication
follows:
subterranean life is the rule along the
informed the state department today York, except John D, Rockefeller, Jr?" ficers and a former detective involv
we have
"To the north of the
firing line, where defensive operations
of a dispatch from British Charge Chairman Walsh of the federal indus- ed in the sensational "grafting" con
inmade
Our
perceptible progress.,
have been brought to 6uch efHohler in Mexico City saying reports trial relations commission asked J. F. fessions of "Barney" Bertsche, ami
IS
its
at
attack
fantry,
making
daybreak,
ficiency that the Germans have pracwere current that General Carranza Welborn, president of the Colorado the brothers Frank and James Ryan.
one operation two lines
tically ceased their efforts to break occupied in
was planning to destroy the British-owne- d Fuel and Iron company, who resumed The defendants, charged with conspirof
entrenchments.
The
here
advance
through the line of the enemy by asrailroad between Vesa Cruz and his testimony today in ihe investiga- acy to obtain money by fraud, and
GETTING
saults. Open fighting consequently was of 500 yards..
Mexico City by blowing up certain tion of the Colorado coal
miners' with bribery, are, Captain James J.
,
Weiden-dreft"A
of
the
hamlet
of
part
has almost disappeared and the contunnels.
strike.
one
kilometer
Halpin, Lieutenant John Tobin and
to
the
northwest
test has taken on the nature of siege
Mr. Welborn said he had heard former Detective Walter O'Brien.
ot Langemarck, has remained in our NAVAL CRITIC SAYS, ThE UNITED
The ambassador also Informed the
operations.
STATES IS FAVORING AL
department that Carranza had seized, from George J. Gould and others of O'Brien was dismissed from th
possession. In front of FOesel, half
ALLIES GAIN 500 YARDS
at Vera Cruz, British cotton consign- the seven New York- directors ot the force six months ago for alleged comLIED NATIONS
way betweeni Dixmude and Ypres, we
This report, however, covers the
ed to interior mills, as well as other company.
took possession, on the right bank of
plicity in the protection of persons ensituation only to November 29, since
t shall "ask you to gaged in the clairvoyant swindles con
save
"To
of British goods.
ot-- a.
He is
time,
shipments
the
house
a
to
Des,.
Berlin,
canal,
belonging
which time, as is shown, by recent of"made- - no specific file withes All the telegram y u have ducted-bthe occupation of which had attitude of the United States is comthe Ryan. Jlertsehe is said
ficial' statement, there have been ferryman,
been disputed spiritedly for a month. mented 'upon by Count Ernest von request of the United States, and his received from Mr. Rockefeller, Star J. 'j0 have confessed to State Attorctf
heavy Infajntry engagements. Today
"The enemy endeavored, but with- Reventlow, the naval critic, in an ar- action was In line with the established j Murphy and Jerome Greene," said the Hoyne a month ago, implicating thr;
announcements from the French and out
policemen indicted and others not yer.
success, to compel us, by means ticle in the Tnges Zftitung today in policy of communicating to the depart chairman.
German war offices contain claims of
"I will bring ail the telegrams I formally naed in court proceedings
of a violent attack with heavy artil- which he says that England and ment all reports from Mexico City.
progress on both sides. At one point
and the Ryans.
Grave concern was exressed, how havet," replied Welborn,
to evacuate the conquered France are obtaining from America
lery,
north of the Lys, says the French, an
The witness thsn identified a
is ever, over the reported threat of Carmaterials of war, while Germany
Bertsche is said to have admitted
ground.
advance of 500 yards a noteworthy
from John D. Rockefeller, Jr., himself to be the
ranza to put the railway, the only line
"In the region of Arras and in hot enjoying similar assistance.
in the
movement in view of the character of
to the diplomatic discus- operated between Mexico City and made public yesterday by :.)ohn R. payment of protection money to the
there have been intermitReferring
Champagne
Inthe operations was made. The
tent cannonading from one side to sion between the United States and Vera Cruz, out of commission. If this Lawson of the United Mine Workers poiice.
tense character of the fighting is inthe other. Reinforcements have been England, concerning the holding up by were done by destroying tunnels, a of America.
thrfee and foup hundreJ
j
dicated by the fact that the war office
"But I should not care to have the;doars a week to
up with secrecy. On our part British warships of American cargoes long time would be requiredJ to restore
brought
Ha,pln jugt ukfl
considers it worthy of remark that one
we have destroyed with our heavy as provisional contraband Count von traffic. Meanwhile foreign subjects telegrams given oui as mis was yes- rent; it was so regular," Bertsche is
part of a hamlet remains In possession artillery several earth fortifications Reventlow says:
and pther aliens in the interior of terday," he said.
quoted as telling Hoyne.
of the allies.
,Mr. Welborn said the company bad
J'If England and France are willing Mexico would not have that means of
of the enemy.
"I never 'squaled,' but when they
FRENCH ASSAULTS REPULSED
13 directors, Beven living in New York
"In the Argonne the contest con- to favor the United States as much escape from Mexico City.
lured
me down to the Rialto and tried
The German statement asserts that
tinues to be very hotly waged. We as possible without departing from
Sir Cecil let it be known that the ann 8ix in Denver, that the meetings to do me I concluded to talk."
reFrench assaults in Flanders wer
h company, were held in Denver
have occupied several trenches and their policy of starving Germany at British' government has not taken a
Bertsche was in the center of a
with the Rockefel-possibl- e
pulsed and that the German forces
communication
small
neutral
of
nations,
the
counter
unfriendliness
all
of
toward
expense
attacks,
thej1
position
street fight in which he exchanged
made progress in the region of La repulsed
as
interests
represented by
"In Lorraine and Alsace there is the reason is that both countries have
candidacy of Villa fov the
Mon-ahaBassee, northern. France; in the forest
He .was shots with Detectives Egau and
Tt is understood feller, Murphy and Greene.
ordered many mfllion dollars 'worth
of importance to report."
nothing
'
as a result of which five men,
of the Argonne and in the vicinity of
all
of war materials in the United States that England will not undertake to asked to file with the comf&ion
including Bertsche and the detectives,
Altkirch, Alsace.
and that American industry is at pass upou the right of any individual communications between the New were
sent to the hospital from bullet
NO NEWS FROivl EAST !'f'K
STUBS! DAMAGES MUCH work feverishly to supply the wants to take the leadership in Mexico! York directors and the Denver office. wounds.
There was almost no news from the
the
with
"Are
you ;famijiar
speech
of both these warring nations, from That, however, does not mean that
The monty1 which Bertsche sUlegea
east. In one minor operation In east
woolen covers, shoes and horseshoes, any Indemnity for the death of the of Jesse G. Northcutt, now attorney
BRITISH SHIPPING up to
handled la said by Hoyne to have
Prussia the Germans report 1,200 Rus.he
.
.
collapsible submarines. A sub I14I.1LL DUUICLV, Llcuwil. iTwu.M tiu u for your company, as to your company
sians were captured. The war office
v
In
in
Huerfano
accord
in
be-! participating
marine transported
politics
parts,
demanded from Villa should he
lfsseu recenuy u navmg promeu vy
gives out without comment a news- INCLUDED IN THE LIST IS CRUIS ing to the
viewpoint, come presiut'iit ur iiuiu wuvcvt--i urn- - cnuntv?"- aake.1 Mr.. Walsh.
swindling through clairvoyant parlors
paper report that the losses among the
I
never
of
I've heard
that speech;
does not constitute contraband of war, mately may be settled in that office
ER VENUS WHICH IS DRIV1to the extent of tens of thousands of
French troops amount to at least 50
said
Mr.
Welborn.
Thereof
for
read
-- the
fabrication
nor
it,"
does
EN ASHORE
'dollars annually for sevelal years,
per cent.
He declared the charge that the Col- the use of belligerents amount to a
Italy's attitude in the European war
Fuei
and
Iron
orado
company tok Bertsche, in his confession is alleged
London, Dec. 5. The British cruis breach of neutrality.
has again become a Bource of concern,!
false.
was
consid
are
in
business
jt0 have complained that although he
these
politics
part
"Enough,
er Venus ran ashore in the storm to-d
In view of Premier Salandra's declara.
ot
"Do the employes
your company PaId protection money to Halpin
with her full force. Her erations which naturally dominate the
the
Po!ice were voracious and
u,ar,y
tion that his country was in no way today, striking
treatment
the
and
contraband
of
REPLY
ideas
positions?"
political
SCHWAB'S
foremast and a portion of the bridge
bound to fight with Germany and Aus"One of our store managers. I be- - attempts were made to force heavier
an enormous of the American commercial marine."
were
carried
by
away
tria, and the intimation that if her seat. The
lieve, is a state senator; I know of contributions from him.
warship was running for a
According to Hoyne the three con- WAR- - no other."
FIGHT
loyalty to treaty obligations were quesTO
OF
BUILDER
ATHLETES
AMERICAN
in the south of England when
fessions
reinforce each other at every
tioned further she would disclose the port
of
was
5
SPEAK
The witness eaid it
The directors
possible
CRAFT REFUSES TO
London, Dec.
.
the storm broke.
The Prosecutor said that
P''attext of the triple alliance agreement Animas
in
Las
election
that
of
one
the
INTERVIEW
pro
Aston
OF
leading
Villa,
precincts
Another victim of the gale, which
The German government's appoint
are entirely' surrounded, by fore the case i8 concluded other
football teams and several
an fessional
still
the
is.
Is
coast,
along
raging
'
ment of Prince von Buelow, former
wire fences. Me believes; that Jlcetneft will he brought to trial, and
fines winner of the championship,
New York, Dec 5. Charles M.
the
of
head
as
in the recent state election 'the' em- - th ramification. of the expose folio
chancellor,
to the players on
temporary
nea. i luctisrj'.
Schwab sailed unexpectedly again to
i m t;w wicmai- nave have issued a letter
through ft mass of police
volun
men
to
in certain coal camps recogni;' i
embassy at Rome, is interpreted by gone to
the
the team asking
her assistance.
day for Liverpool. Since the war ed the importance of electing certain corruption, involving every form of
Rome dispatches as meaning that Berand
in
the
field,
teer
service
for
Liner Is In Trouble
started Mr. Schwab's duties- as presilTlce and crime- - frora pocketplektagr
lin would exert strong pressure to preThe Booth Steamship copmany's lin- promising to pay them half wages. dent of the Bethlehem Steel corpora- "law aiid order" candidates.
to eafeblowlng and bank robbery.
vent Italy from joining forces with
to
are
of
responding
the players
er Antony, bound from Liverpool for Many
tion, builders of warcraft and war mathe allies.
QUARANTINE MODIFIED
Para, has been disabled by the storm the appeal.
terials, have kept him much of the
JIMENEZ IS PRESIDENT
FIGHTING IN ALSACE
now sweeping over England, and is in
5.
between
Dec.
The
federal
on
the
ocean,
traveling
time
Washington,
Santo
so
Domingo, Dec. 5- Juan Inidro
of
the war,
The newest phase
WILSONi TO READ IT
distress 50 miles north of the Lizard.
foot and mouth disease quarantine jimenez was proclaimed president of
America and Europe.
disthe
indicated
was
as
lead5.
day's
far
by
Congress
Washington, Dec.
The captain of a local steamer receivMr. Schwab referred to Secretary jWaa modified today to permit ship- - Santo Domingo by congress today. He
patches, Is heavy fighting In Alsace, ed the signal "want immediate assist- ers made arrangements today for a
of State Bryan all Interviewers who ments of livestock from unquarantined wlu ta1ce the oath of office tomorrowwhere the French have succeeded In
was unable to help the joint session of the house and senate
but
ance,"
to. learn if his unexpected trip areas into the Indianapolis and East Th9 situation is quiet.
maintaining a foothold on TGerman ter- Antony, hia own ' vessel bring short at 12:30 p. m. Tuesday, to hear Presi- sought
was connected In any way Buffalo stockyards and other portions
abroad
of
hostilities.
dent Wilson read his annual address.
ritory since the opening
of coal,
recent conference with Mr. jof Iowa, Indiana, Michigan and New
CARDINAL PIETRO DEAD
his
with
heard
will
little
has
been
effect
to
that
Comparatively
The Antony is of 3,760 tons net reg- Formal resolutions
Schwab refused to say If jYork.
Mr.
Dec. 5. The Central News
reassem- Bryan.
of the struggle there, which is vir.
London,
when
congress
he
presented
ister.
his call on Mr. Bryan had been pleas- baa received a dispatch from its Rome
bles Monday.
tually a desperate campaign, but now
Whole Crew Perishes
TITLE IS SUSTAINED
ant, and merely smiled when asked if
the French apparently have begun a
correspondent saying that Cardinal
steamer
The
of
Waterloo
to
surrender
Norwegian
been
he
had
requested,
Cheyenne, Wyo., Dec 5, Judge Angelo dl Pietro, dean, of the sacred
INGRAM IS COACH
vigorous offensive movemnt. The
of his contracts for war materials Riner in the United States district
main battle is In progress near Alt- 1,830 tons foundered off the Lizard
college, died this morning.
Annapolis, Md., Dec. 5. Lieutenant any
sav
at
were
Three
midnight.
persons
the British government as being court here yesterday rendered a de- with
kirch, where, the German war office
been
has
Jonas
appointed
Ingram
ed. The remainder of the crew is
ciPion sustaining the title of tha Mid- BENDER JOINS FEDS
says the attacks of the French have
head coach of the Navy academy foot neutral.
missing.
"I'm going to London on business," west Refining company to 1,410 seres
been repulsed.
ball team for next season, succeeding
Philadelphia, Dec 5. "Chid" a?-oRUSSIANS PRAISE GERMANS
oil lands in Grass Creek valtoy, lert II. Bender, pitcher of Use Ilii'
L. Howard. Lieu- was all he would say.
lieutenant
Douglas
NO
RULE
tenant Ingram was one of the academy
Dispatches are beginning to come
Questions as to the reasons for his Wyoming. The title was contasted dolpliia American league champions,
in from Petrograd, which give a closer
r
Chicago, Dec. 5. Conference athle- s:ar athletes during his midshipman secret, visit to Montreal on Thursday by th so callei Valentine
today tsisrrfd a rorttwt wlih
met with no response.
view of the war In the east.
California.
tics will not he burdened will) a "two day?.
' '': un.

NORTH OF THE

Briefly

AU3TRIANS

LYS

TO HAVE
REINFORCEMENTS
RECEIVED
FROM RUSSIA

THEY ARE REPORTED

London, Dec. 5. While reports continue to come Into London that the
ibattle of Lodz has ended in a Russian
victory, any official confirmation still
to
isi
lacking, and it Is apparent
British observers that conditions in
the north of Poland today are virtually the same as theyt were a week ago,
after the German army had been saved from overwhelming defeat by the
brilliant operations of General Mack-enze-

Details of the IMz fighting are
ginning to filter through, and they
easily prove It to have been the most
fcloody struggle of the entire war. The
Germans are described as fighting
their way through the Russian lines
bodies of their
over the heaped-us
comrades. Berlin claims heavy
of prisoners, in this struggle,
while from Kiev comes the announcement that the progress there Is crowded with German prisoners. Incidentbeally Keiv reports that since the
ginning of the war 130,000 soldiers and
through
2,500 officers have passed
Kiev as prisoners of war.
The Russians would appear not yet
to have been diverted from their attacks in Galic.ia and the invasion of
Hungary, but the fortresses of
and Cracow still are intact and
are likely to put up a stronger defense
Belagainst the Russians than did the
An
Germans.
the
forts
against
gian
official report today from Vienna admits that the advance of Austrians
has been prevented by violent attacks
from strong hostile forces covering
the Servian retreat. No hint is given
os to the Identity of these forces, but
the opinion Is expressed in London
that Russlarfaid has reached the
ssed
Serbs.
be-

p

cap-lure-

Prze-rays-

T

sorely-pre-

French Lose 50 per Cent
Berlin, Dec 5 (by wireless to LonIn
don). Progress- of Gefmaa forces
official
an
in
the west is reported
etatement given out this afternoon at
the army headquarters. The statement follows:
"French attacks yesterday in Flanders and to the south of Metz were
La
repulsed. We made progress at
Bassee in the forest or the Argonne
and in the region southwest of

Alt-klrc- h.

"In the fighting to the east of the
Mazurin lakes the situation is favorable to us, and in minor operations
we took 1,400 prisoners;
"Our operations in Poland are taking a normal course.
"The CorrleVe del Terra estimates
that the los&ea among the French
troops amount to at least 50 per cent
of those engaged in the war, and that
losses of even greater proportions
have been suffered by the territorials."
Germans Driven Back
Paris, Dec. 5 The official French
communication given out in Paris this
afternoon says that north of the Lys
the French troops have made perceptible progress, advancing at one point
for a distance of 500 yards. The
French resisted successfully German
efforts with heavy artillery to drive
ihein. back: In the Argonne the fight- -
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This Sale is for Cash Only
No goods will be sent on approval and nothing
changed. As we will be too busy to give them proper
tention, no phone orders will be taken.

exat-

v

Watch this Space

for aii Extra Special every day of the Sale.
will be the biggest values of the season.

It will be to your interest, as these items

will be sold at exactly 3.5
per
During this Sale every article in the house, with a few necessary exceptions,
cent discount from the regular prices. Men's furnishings; Men's and Boys' Clothing; Silks; Wool Goods; White
and Embroideries; Women's
Goods; Curtain Materials; Domestics; Blankets and Bedding; Towels; Notions; Laces
Women's Ready-Mad- e
Neckwear; Dress Trimmings; Ribbons; Corsets; Jewelry; Leather Goods; Hosiery; Underwear;
sold at this disbe
will
items
of
other
hundreds
and
Garments; Furs; Waists; Children's Coats and Dresses;
d
from
deduct
our
urchases
at
prices,
make
this
sale
to
regular
count. There are no strings
simply
your
this
makes
this
season
at
usual
now
than
heavier
much
are
stocks
our
The
fact
that
balance.
the
and
the total
pay
1- -3

Exceptions
The items listed below are not
cluded at the 33

3

in-

per cent discount

:

one-thir-

Please do not ask tis to make exceptions to these
trules.

sale the more important.
We will give an extra special inducement each day' for you to visit this sale
COME.

Shoes,

Groceries,

so watch our announcements and

Dime, Cadot and

Phoenix Hose,

Grocery Specials

MONDAY'S SPECIAL

Our Grocery Sale will continue four days December 7,
8, 9 and 10. If you haven't taken advantage of this sale as
yet, do so during the next four days, as it will be well worth
your while. Please save this list as it will not be published
SUGAR

$100

50 LBS. U. S. PATENT FLOUR

160

20

1-- 2

10 LBS. PURE LARD
395

50 LBS. COMPOUND

......

20 LBS. COMPOUND...
10 LBS. COMPOUND
5 LBS. COMPOUND

22

6 2 LBS. CANS BALTIMORE

6 CANS

50

6 3 LBS. CANS VAN CAMP'S

CHILE.

12 CANS GREEN

55

HOMINY

BRAND SWEET KERNEL CORN.

12 CANS FORT

BRAND HAND PACKED TOMATOES.

12 CANS FORT BRAND GOLDEN

.

. 1.50

170

WAX BEANS

Overalls,
Cotton Bats, and
all Holiday Goods.

$7--

.

$17--

...

Corsets 33

$20.00
$22.50
.$25.00

1010

i

1

Cupyritlit 1214 The II. Black Ck

i

Disc.

Our

k

stock of Corsets
large
nd every line we carry
is reliable and well

is unusually

h

known.
Nemo,

Royal Worc.hester,
Thompson's and
Bon Ton Corsets,
De Bevoise and
H. W. Brassieres,
In all prices. During

Discount on all
Fur Coats
Pur Sets and

Dress Skirts
Silk Waists.
Wash Waists
Kimonos
Children's Dresses
Children's Coats
Sweaters
Women's Coats

1.50

..

i

33

95

:

12 CANS FORT

Patterns and publications,

50

CAMPS PORK AND BEANS

Fasteners,

r

Kayser's Gloves,

.$10.00
$12.50
$15.00

Suits noiv

All $30.00 Suits now
'All $35.00 Suits now
All $40.00 Suits now.
All $45.00 Suits now
All $50.00 Suits now

50

TOMATOES

CANS CORN
VAN

70

'All $20.00
'All $25.00

60

LBS. CANS UTAH TOMATOES

6 2 LBS.

rAU

25

IVORY SOAP

6 BARS

$15.00 Suits now
Suits now

45

100

WHITE LAUNDRY SOAP

27 BARS

6

-

GOOD POTATOES

50 LBS.

Kooh-i-noo-

choos-ing-a-

35

;

Price

shape-retaini-

1.60

t

Art Package Goods,

Thjs Sale includes all the Suits we have in stock, both
"Printzess" and "Woolfex." All American women know the
high character of "Wooltex" garments1, and the maker's guarantee of wear on two full seasons. Tens of thousands know
by experience the pureness of their wool fabrics, the simplicity
and perand newness of their styles, and their
ll
fect fitting Qualities. A large variety of styles for the
at Hsftf Price, as follow :

PURE LARD

LBS.

Sunburst Silk,

ALL WOMEN'S SUITS

150

PATENT FLOUR

UNITY

50 LBS.

Toilet Goods,

,

Threads and Yarns,

again.
18 LBS. GRANULATED

Men's Gloves,

Separate Pieces
Silk Dresses
Wool Dresses .
Evening Dresses
Petticoats
Etc.

our Green Tag sale all
gO at
33

3

111
JJ,"

DISCOUNT

J5U

Bring the Children to see the Toys
Our Toy Department is a veritable Fairyland,
with its hundreds of dolls and toys of every sort
Trains, Moving Picture Machines, Magic Lanterns,

i

You will find hundreds of suitable gifts included in this
Sale at 33
per cent. Discount. Mentioned here are only a

''''

1- -3

few:

Women's

Hen's

Neckwear

Neckwear
Dress Skirts

Handkerchiefs
'

Jewelry
llak Ornaments
Leather Bags
Silver Mesh Bags
Silk Hosiery
Silk Waists
Kid Gloves
Guest Towels
Sweater Coats
Kimonos
Bed Spreads
Table

Linens

v.' .

Games, Mysto Erectors, Sleds,
Carpenter Sets, Rocky Horses, in
any little boy or girl could wish.
are the largest we have ever had,
exceptionally moderate.

Drums, Wagons,
fact anything that
The assortments
and the prices are

Bring the Children

;

8

16

SaWrt Qmm

,4'
'

Hats
Silk Handkerchiefs
Linen Handkerchiefs

1

3 Off on Eveiything

'

Scarfs
Suits

Las VbiiLGfldinSioro

Mackinaw s
Siucaters
Pocket Knives
Woolen Shirts
Combination Sets

r

ever so many others

IV

"'.ii

Overcoats

This Sale Means
A direct saving of 33
per cent on every
dollar you spend and in many cases much more. It
would take a dollar in the bank about seven or eight
years ati 4 per cent to earn as much
1- -3
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NICHOLAS DAY

OBSERVED IN

threshold outside announces that at
last the great moment has arrived and
old Father Nicholas and his little
black bov are here. Steps are heard
along the passage, and then in walks
the good old saint himself, a vener
d
man, clad tn
al.le.
red or. purple
of
long flowing robe
and leaning heavily upon his golden
staff. His mantle is trimmed with got
den embroideries, and he wears a gol
den mitre. Silence falls upon every
one even the children are too over
whelmed by the solemnity of the mom
ent to chatter.
As he enters, he holds cut a hand
first to mother and then to father and
clans them both; then he asks them
if all the children have been good
throuuhout the year, and calls each
child by name to come und shake
hands with him. And it is indeed a
marvellous thing how St. Nicholas
seems to know all their little faults
and failings, and very often it has a
very good effect on the children when
he tells them bow it grieves him when
they are naughty. The black boy con
ceals his birch rod and opens the
oresents are handed
hae- nni the
round to each and all, but not till St.
Nicholas has gone away are the lights
turned on and the presents examined.
Then the children are hurried off to
bed, tired and happy, after which the
elders gather for their own celebra

A

-

Nervous Wreck"

CHILDREN OF THE DUTCH COUNTRY HAVE THEIR CHRISTMAS EARLY

.

Amsterdam, Dec. 5. No festival la
Holland exercises a more enchanting
spell over both, young and old than
the Dutchman's "Feast of St. Nicholas." The Jolly old patron saint of
children corresponds in Holland to
our Father Christmas, though coming
three weeks earlier, on the birthday
of the old Spanish bishop, which falls
on December 6.
The feast of St: Nicholas, has its
pathetic side this year, for, while the
children are to gather this evening
to sing the old songs and welcome the
coming of Santa, their elders are
Drayimr that the efforts of the good
Queen Wllhelmina to induce the warring nations to accept peace may re-- .
suit in the restoration of happiness
The
throughout stricken Europe.
queen has sent a message by the tion.
American minister to President Wilson at Washington, and the good peoNEW ATTORNEY NAMED
ple of Holland are hoping that someSanta Fe. Dec. 5. E. H. Sibbett
thing can be done.'
of Washington, D. C, has been apThe original custom was for the nointed Assistant United States attor
children to place their little wooden ney for the reclamation service, who
shoes upon the hearth on the eve of shall have special supervision of le
St. Nicholas day, the legend being gal cases arising on New Mexico irrithat on that night the holy man rode gation projects. He will make his
over the housetops on a snow-whit- e
headquarters at El Paso.
steed accompanied by his little black
servant, a Moorish negro.
Pains In Back and Hips
"Sinta Klaas" was supposed to carAre an Indication of kidney trouble
ry with him a large bag, full of toys
a warning to build up the weakened
and sweets of all kinds for the good kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
Go to
children, and riding over the roofs he blood of acids and poisons.
threw the presents in passing down your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills,
the chimneys into the shoes below. in 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your
After him came the little black boy town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
carrying a birch rod aa a souvenir Drug Store. Adv. ,
for the very naughty ones.
In the early days, the Even of St.
LORILLARD-HUNTENicholas, was given over to the chilNewport, R. I., Dec. 5 A pretty
dren entirely, but by degrees the society wedding was celebrated here
grown ups have come more and more thta noon when Miss Edith jNorman
to share in it, until now in Holland Hunter, daughter of William R. Huntit is a great gathering for big and er, became the bride of Louis L.Lor-little ones alike. People send pres- Illard of New York. Rev. Dr. Stanley
ents one to another, and a good deal C. Hughes of Trinity church officiat
of teasing people
about their pet ed, and the ceremony was performed
weaknesses is indulged In.
Lat the Hunter home. The event
St Klrhnlaa rlav In for all T5ntch brought many society people together
children a day of tremendous excite- rromi New York;, rmiaaeipnia
mi
ment, of alternate hopes and fears Boston.
(the latter for the naughty boys with
a wholesome dread of the rod) and
JAPANESE DIET ASSEMBLES
all that day they can talk and think
Dec. BL Matters of the great
Tokio.
of nothing else but "Sinta Klaas." As
are to come before the
est
importance
a rule dinner is taken an hour earassembled today.
which
lier than usual, and after the meal is imperial diet,
of a larger
Is
the
policy
Not
only
eaten a cosy red cover is spread over
increased
navy to
and:
the table, according to the old Dutch standing army
on the ministry, but a more
be
urged
custom, and all sit around the table,
attitude toward Russia may
the biggest children being supplied friendly
be
adopted, and the matter of terriwith scissors to cut the strings for the
torial expansion Is to be threshed out.
parcels..
minister,
The father then says: "Children, I Count Okuma, the prime
for
his
campaign
will
vigorously
push
think St. Nicholas may be here now
and
In
the
a
increase
military
big
a
at any moment; let us sing him
believes Japan Is
little song that he may hear you' are naval forces, for he
a
of greater
position
How
assuming
all good children and are expecting
as a world power. Only
importance
turnare
all
him." Whereupon,
lights
can the new alliance be
down and in the fever of expectation by strength
to Japan, is
and
useful
advantageous
old
some
quaint
the little ones chant
declaration.
For
many years Ja- sans, while these songs are 'oeig his
sung,' one hears a ring at the door Pan has cast longing glances at the
bell and a shuffling of feet on the l'aciric isianas, ana now mat us iwyj

-

'
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Is A
Tonic and
Strength
Builder
So Says
Mrs.

Frank

R. F.
D. 1, Appleton,
Wis. Her letter

Stroebe,

"I began using Peruna a
few months ago when my health and
strength were all gone, and I was
nothing but a nervous wreck. Could
not sleep, eat or rest properly, and
felt no desire to live.
"Three bottles of Peruna made
me look at life In a different light,
as I began to regain my lost
strength. While my tecovery took
nearly four months, at the end of
that time I was better than I ever
I had a splendid
had been before.
color and never weighed more in my
life.
reads:

"I certainly think Peruna 18 without a rival as a tonlo and strength
builder, and it has my endorsement."

Mr. Charles Brown, R. R. 4. Bos 79,
"I have
Rogersville, Tenn., writes:
tried many different remedies, but
have found that Peruna is the greatest tonic on earth, and a perfect sys-te- m
builder."

occupies the Carolines, Marshall and
Marianne Islands, the position of the
government In respect to these new
acquisitions will be asked for by the
diet. Already Japanese capita Is be
ing invested In these islands and experts from the ministers of agricul
ture ahd commerce have Peen sent to
study the question of exploitation
The diet is expected1 to endorse any
decision of the government to retain
and populate these islands.

FRANCIS

X. BUSIillAN

WILL BE SEEN HERE
POPULAR ACTOR WILL- - APPEAR
AT THE BROWNE TOMORROW
IN GOOD PLAY

"In the Glare of the bights," a
three-ac- t
production in which Francis
X. Bushman plays the leading part,
will be shown tomorrow night only at
the Browne theater. This story re
cently was published in the Ladies'
World Magazine, and excited much
comment. Bushman Is a great favorite with Las Vegas followers of the
movies. The women think he Is won
derfully handsome and the men admire his clever acting. "In the Glare
of the Lights" is a story of heart in
terest.
Gas in the stomach comes from food
which has fermented. Get rid of this
badly digested food as quickly as possible if you would avoid a bilious attack; HERBINE is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the

stomach, liver and bowels, and restores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Ady

DUTUAL

OFFERS GOOD

PROGRAM FOR SUNDAY

You need a good,
warm room to shave
and dress in. A Perfection Smokeless Oil
Heater will warm any
ordinary room in a
few minutes.
The Perfection is

port-abl-

a;

you can take it to
sitting-roocellar or attic
any room where extra
and it is
heat is needed
specially convenient in
very cold weather.
The Perfection is econoit bums only
mical, too
when you need it. No coal,
no kindling; no dirt, no
aihes.
easy
to clean.
Good-lookin- g;

PERFECTION
HEATERS
SMOKELEr
fi

..Vj.--

jctWt

Guaranteed odorless and smokeless, tot
ale at hardware and geoaral stores everywhere.
Look for the Triangle trademark.
TEE CONTINENTAL OIL COXFANT
'

(Incorporated

In Colorado)

CKevtnna
DnvrButts Pucklo 3oU Albhtquorqu
SkH Lake
City

a

I

re

WISHED SHE

nunciation, reunites the pair.
mis rum win De snown both at a
COULD
matinee, commencing at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon, and at the regular
e
evening show. The Mutual
And Be Free From Her TrouMe,
orchestra, consisting cf Mrs. Slmison,
Mr.
bat .Finds Better War.
piano:
Hervy, drums; Edward
Hite, violin; Raymond Robb, cornet;
and Yolney Poulson, clarinet, will
Columbia. Tenn. "Many a time,''
play.
Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
jays
"1 Wished I would die anrl hm
Of my buffering, from
womanly troubles.
Jl GOOD SPORT SHOULD
suuiu noi gei up, wnnoui pulling at
something to help me, and stayed in bed
I enuM
most of the fimi
An.
housework.
A
GOOD
HAKE
FIGHTER
The least amount nf unrlr tUmA mm
out. My head would swim, and I would
for an hour or more. Finally, 1
THE FRENCH SOLDIERS ARE LIV- - tremble
look Cardui. thA wnmsn'i fnnln anA 1
ING UP TO THIS OLD
&m not hnthrd uith naint anv
"
J Ull . 1IIU1C,
and 1 don't have to go to bed.
In fact,
SAYING
am auuiiu tuiu wcu ui mi my irotioies.
Cardui COM tn alt thm walr crmta anA
Paris, Dee. 5. A "good sport," In
the athletic sense of the term, ought helps to make them strong. It acts with
i.aimv uua against iicr. 11 is lor Hie
to make a good' fighter. The Euro- tired, nervous,
irritable women, who feel
if everything
as
wmnn nA nmaA
pean war seems to demonstrate it.
something to quiet their nerves and
the
of
all
football
stars
Nearly
strengthen the worn-o- ut
system.
France are either on the "gridiron"
of Flanders or rushing the German of the numerous
symptoms of womanl?
lines along the Aisne and they are uv,mui., ma vaiuui, ti win iicju yuu.
At all druggists.
making themselves heard from.

"THROUGH NIGHT TO LIGHT"
THE TITLE OF THREE-REEOFFERING

THINK

FOOTBALL

I

I,., J

HEN SHOULD

five-piec-

)
r Peruna

,

R

Dress in
Comfort

from the hospital, sees the error of
his way, and Tom, with masterful

5, 1914.

DIE

Desire
) To Live

white-bearde-

I 10LLAND

DECEMBER

IS

L

Tomorrow at the Mutual theater,
Regensberg brothers will present a
three-ree- l
entitled
Nemo drama
"Through Night to Light." This is an
exceptionally strong play. The plot is
as follows:
Tom Wright, a young man, proposes
to Doroth Wilson before leaving to
work In New
take up settlement
York. She accepts, but tells him he
has to wait. Shortly after Tom leaves
for New York. She accepts, but telle
for New York. Jack Green secures
work in Judge Wilson's law office, and
soon after becomes heir to a fortune.
He also falls in love with Dorothy.
She finally decides that she cares
more for Jack than she does for Tom.
Jack goes to New York, receives hia
money, and, after spending most of it
finds himself in a short time reduced
to a state of want.
Meanwhile Dorothy goes to New
York to study music. She starts to
lead a gay life with Jack. One night
Jack assaults a man and is sent to
the hospital. Dorothy sinks lower
and lower. She finally decides to end
it all, as she is not fit for decent society. She Jumps into the river, tout
is rescued by Tom Wright's
in the Blums. She is nt once re
cognized by them as Tom's former
sweetheart. Jack, after he is released

ri,uf

un

August! n Joue, a football

sar

In

Writ

the nineteenth dragoons, just mentioned in orders, was promoted lieutenant
cm the battlefield for having rescued
a fallen comrade ana carried him out
or the fire zone under severe shell fire.
Planus, another mainstay of the
French Sporting association, was promoted lieutenant for rushing single
handed a detachment of Germans who
were in the act of capturing a French
cannon. He bayonetted them, one
after another, and alone succeeded in
bringing the gun back into the lines.
Cyclists ihave also done great work.
both in the French and Belgian armies:
Auguste Troussellier, the youngest of
the Troussellier brothers, well known
professional riders, was killed during
the battle of the Aisne while charging
the German trenches. Pellegrin, Mo-riand Jauzin, crack cycle racers,
were all killed during the battle of the
Marne.
Henri, OHiver, Denoualt all
three members of the Racing Club
football team also were killed during
the fighting around Luneville. Bene
Ellena another favorite of Paris grid
Irons, was wounded at the taking of
Altkirch.
Fencing circles have also furnished
a number of good fighters, most of
whom have been incorporated in the
flying corps, Rouzlers Dorcieres, the
hero of so many meetings on the field
of honor, is a machine gunner on one
of the armored aeroplanes. George
Breitmayer is in. the same service.
Jess Hermamts, champion oarsman
of Europe, was decorated on the bat- tie field for heroic exploits in Bel
gium. Van Houwaert, one of the lead
ing long distance cycle racers, is In
the commissary department of the
Belgian army, while Constant le
Marin, the wrestler, is working an
automatic machine gun.
In France everything is being done
to encourage the continuation of all
sports as In times of peace.
n

ANSWER

THE CALL

East Las Vegas People Have Found
That This Is Necessary .
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells of backache often follow,
Or some Irregularity of the urine.
A splendid remedy for such attacks,
A medicine that has satisfied thou
sands
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a special
kidney remedy.
Many East Las Vegas people rely
on it.
Here Is East Las Vegas proof-MrGarfield Fishburn, 417 Tenth
St, East Las Vegas, says: "The
worth of Doan's Kidney Pills has been
fully demonstrated by their use In our
home. Besides my own experience,
one other of our family has used
Doan's Kidney Pills and the results
We
have been, highly satisfactory.
know they are a fine kidney medicine."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't sim
ply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney pills the same that
Mrs. Fishburn recommends. Foster
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y. '

. Chattlnaera
Marflcin Co..
Amd
Dent, Chattanooga, Tenn., (or Sttdmi
?
on
"Horns
and
book,
your
cats
httrnetim
Treatment for Woman." in plain wracpsr. N O.

Advisory

ltl

JEWS ASSIST IN
FEEDING POOR
OF EUROPE
IN

THIS STATE

THEY ARE
LIBERALLY TO
THE FUNDS

Rev. Dr. J, H. Landau, rabbi of Tem
ple Montefiore of this city, who re-

cently was appointed the representa
tive of New Mexico on the American
Jewish Relief committee, has, in ac
cordance with the request made from
the committee headquarters in New
com- York, appointed a
mitee of the representative Jews of
the state. Those who have consented
to act with Dr, Landau in this work
are as follows: Herman Ilfeld, Isaac.
Cacharach, Cecilio Rosenwald, David
Winternitz and Charles Greenclay of
Las Vegas; Rev. Dr. Bergman, Max
Nordhaus and M. Mandell of Albu
querque, ana INailliUl JaHa. ol Raawall
Inasmuch as the Jewish people of Las
Vegas and Albuquerque reecntly subscribed the. sum of $550 for the relief
of the war sufferers, Dr. Landau an
nounces that some few months will
elapse before a second collection Is
made.

The American Jewish relief commit
tee was called Into being at a confer
ence of more than 100 national Jewish

organizations which was held at New
York City on October S3. The delegates considered the plight of more
than C.000,000 Jews who lire within
the war zone. The meeting elected
Louis Marshall, chairman; Cyrus L.
Sulzberger, secretary, and Felix M.
Warburg, treasurer. It has issued a
strong appeal, stating that the Jewish
people will join gladly in the movement to assist the war sufferers when
they are made acquainted with the
facts. Already the Jews have contributed liberally to the various movements for the assistance f the war
sufferers.

Catarrh Cannot ba Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure It you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a reg
ular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined wita
the best blood purifiers, acting direct
ly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonder
Send
Adv.
fnl results in curing catarrh.
for testimonials, free.
NEW SURVEY PLANNED
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Santa Fe, Dec. 5. Next week, the
Hall's Family Pills for constiTake
road
survey of the San Juan county
pation.
from the Colorado line to Shiprock
on the Navajo reservation will be
The National League at its meeting
started, which will be good news to this month is
expected to endorse the
the San Juan country. A survey will
e
world's series idea.
Taos.
to
also be run from Questa

FIGHT
'W
ENGLISH AUTHORITIES EVIDENT
LY THINK WAR IS NOT MUCH
MORE DANGEROUS
London, Dec. 5. The warfare be
tween those who want professional
football continued during wartime and
those who think that the players and
employes of the football clubs ought
to be at the front, goes on merrily
with the Poet Laureate as the latest
contributor to this discussion.
The chief argument of those who
oppose the discontinuance of the
games, which draw every Saturday
ev.en larger crowds than the American
baseball world's series contests is
that the loss of the millions of dollars
which the football "magnates" pay
out for salaries and other expenses
would be a crushing economic blow to
a large class. The sporting editor of
the Daily News,' for Instance, says:
"I contend that the football is an
absolute necessity to the comunity.
Stop it and you will drive the men
who are making guna, ammunition.
uniforms, boots, etc., into wilderness
of the drink-shop- s
on Saturday afternoon
..The men who are fighting
and will fight later on, or who are
doing the nation's urgent work at
home, have selected professional foot
ball as their mode of weekly relief
from the worries of their labor."
The other side of the argument is
presented in an oppen letter from
Dr, Robert Briddges, the Poet Iaure- ate. He says:
"I voice the feeling of the country
in declaring that Is High time profes
sional football should be discontinued.
"The sightseeing crowds are not so
much to blame, I hope, as they appear
to ibe; I take it they are Ignorantly
misled by the small body of men who
cater for them.
"The whole nation is mourning for
those falling in defence nd I would
suggest that the heroic death of Lord
Roberts Is much aa occasion as may
well serve these footbbal managers as
a motive for fixing the term for the
cessation or their public entertain-ments- .

Checks Croup Instantly

IT

Ik14

Ui

During several weeks of expectancy
there Is a splendid external embrocation
In our "Mother's
Friend" in waicM
thousands of women have the most
unbounded confidence. They havs used
It and know. They tell of its wonderful
influence to ease the abdominal muscle
and how they avoided thosa dreaded
stretching pains that are o much talked
about. This aafe external application l
gently used over the skin to render it
amenable to the natural stretching which.
It undergoes.
The myriad of nerva
threads just beneatK the skin Is thu
relieved of unnecessary
causes and great physical relief is tb
result as expressed by a host of happy
mothers
who write
from personal
experience.
It is a dubjeot that all women shout
be familiar with E9 "Mother's Friend"
has been In use many years, has been
given the most severe tests under most
all trying conditions and is recommended
are grandmothers)
by women who
and who In their earlier years learned
to Tely upon this splendid aid to women.
"Mother's Friend" is declared by Si
multitude of women to be Just what e
pectant motherhood requires.
You can obtain "Mother's Friend" at
almost any drug store. Get a bottle
and then write for our little book.
Address RrndflpWI
R.'cnl
I'n.. A1'M
Lamar lildg., Atlanta. Ua.
er

to-d- ay
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UIMSTEB MUST PUT
ON REVENUE

STAC

WITH
THIS LITTLE FORMALITY
WEDDING
CERTIFICATES
FALLS TO HIM

Santa Fe, N. M., Deo. 5. That the
minister, and not the clerk, the contracting parties or the witnesses must
apply the 10 cent revenue stamp demanded on marriage certificates is
the opinion of John L. Zimmerman,
deputy internal revenue collector.
There has been some discussion as to
who should perform this office. Mr.
Zimmerman believes the minister
should add it to his other functions
in the case and should collect li
cents to pay for the stamp in addition
to his usual fee.
The revenue office here now haa
41,000
documentary stamps on
hand for supply to various users la
the state.
SEVEN

SCHOOL

MONTHS'

"Our enemies calculated on finding
the mass of pur people apathetic. If
any class is shown itselt so, tnwjr uv
traitors and more dangerous than, the
Germans themselves. It is high time
that our footballers let the world see
what they are really made of."
As showing the extent to which
fotball still holds the attention of a
large public, last Saturday there were
4,700 matches played in the British
Ielea, not including boys' matches. It
follows that over ltOfiOb men of the 1915.
right sort for recruiting were kicking
a football about over hero, while Chamberlain's Cough Remedy The
their more patrioitc comrades were
Mother's Favorite
being heavily shelled in Flandtrs.
"I jrfve Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy to my children when they have
or coughs," writes Mrs. Verne
PILLS colds
CHICHESTER BRAND.
Vandergrift, Pa. It always
Shaffer,
A
and is far superior to any
them
helps
" tl',l tnrtaliiAV
&4AJQiJ
l'U' ' Kl with
medicine I have used. I
other
cough
Blue
RiUxn.
sealed
V
boxes,
other. Bur of ronr "
Take
bo
v
advise
anyone in need of such a mediI I
W lrii.!! A k(or lll. HlM.TFRq
I
'1
IIAAtONI .IRANI PltAH. fr B3
to
cine
give it a trial." For sale by
as
Reliable
years known Best, Safest, Alwys
Adv.
all
dealers.
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You know croup Is dangeronus. Anft
Dr J T. R. Neal, Greenville, So. you ought to know too, the sense of
Car., says that la his 30 years of ex security that comes from having Fe
perience he has found no preparation ley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney house. It cuts the thick mucus and
Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you clears away the phlegm, stops the
can buy for backache, rheumatism, strangling cough and gives easy
kidney and bladder ailments. O. G. breathing and quiet eleep. Every user is a friend. O. G. Schaefer and
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Red Cross Drug Store, Adv.
Adv.

V

1

Santa Fe, Dec. 5. County School
Superintendent John V. Conway, who
was the first to advocate a minimum
soven mouths unuuV um, 1 convinced that the legislature will enact such
a statute and he has now begun to
agitate that the legislature add the
emergency clause so that it may apply to the present school term, in
most of the rural districts school clos
es early in March or April but with
a two months' addition, those schools
would keep open into May and June.

s.

Best For Kidneys jSays Doctor

r.-- .

1
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PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

unto wUu common sense as not to
find believers.
in Canada just now they are agitated over what is there regarded as a
probable organization and mobilization of several hundred thousand
In the United Siaies
tor the invasion and seizure of Canada and a presentation of it to the
kaiser as the contribution of his loyal
subjects in this country. It is impossible to say just how profoundly
stirred the Canuck has allowed himself to become over this talk. Whai
we know ia that the matter has been
discussed in some of the public meetings In the dominion. That it could
be seriously discussed at such places
in evidence of the Importance a1 foolish rumor can acquire If only It is a
.Tumor of war."
'Probably there Us no class of citi
zens In the United States with a keen
er realization of the value of strict
neutrality as a means of quickly re
storing the prosperity of this country
than the Germans. It Is a.notieeable
fact that while Frenchmen, Austrlans,
Russians, Servians and some English
men have voluntarily returned to Etx- rope to offer their services, the Ger
man baa stayed here and contributed
his part to the assistance of the coun
try of bla adoption. Whatever his
sentimental interest in the fatherland
may be, his practical interest is all in
the brotherland, and that is the in
terest he is keeping an eye on. To
think of him arming himself und
swarming over the Canadian border
to capture a prize for the kaiser by
smashing the neutrality of the United
States into smithereens is to conjure
up before the mental vision one of
the most amusing sights in the world
o make believe, Tha.t such a thin
can ibe, serlpuslyinmued; a'frywhere
shows that sittniors-- of wars" must
have been thrown in by the prophets
ai a silver lining to the war clouds.-StLouis
o
X .i
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esteemed loyal knight; E. J. MoWenle,

esteemed lecturing knight;
First Snow Brings Thoughts
J.
secretary;
treasurer; William
of Christmas Good Times
Hermann, esquire;

D. W. ConW.
Benjamin,
O. Wood, chaplain;

don,

SOLID
ALCOHOL
.

Donald G.
Hart, inner guard; Harry Martin, tilW. J. Lucas on Eighth street. An ex- er; M, F. DesMarais, organist.
was The program will be as follows:
afternoon
BEGINS PREPA tremely enjoyable
EVERYBODY
spent, followed by delicious rerresn- - iunerai siarcn ivionn ana iJianoj...
Noi
RATIONS FOR YULETIDE
were Mrs.
M., .Chopin
men ts, Those present
'
Louis!
'C.
Ilfeld
No
George A; Fleming, Mrs. Clarence Mrs. Adolphine Kohn,
of the year Idon,,Mrs. Clifford S. Losey, Mrs. F. Anthem "Perfect Day". . .0. J. Bond
The first snow-storNo
awakened Las Vegans this week to L. Myers, Mrs. John H. York, Mrs. Miss Minnie Kohn, Mrs. John Long,
AMr.
Elmer
Mrs.
P.
C.
H.
Morrisette,
Schirmer,
"i3m:N.0
the realization of the fact that the C, W. Wesnert Mrs.
Wringer.
"winter was on in earnest and Christ Mrs. E. E. Veeder, Mrs. J M. CunningExalted Ruler
Salutation
mas was quickly coming with unerr ham and Mrs. W. J. Lucas
H.
William
V
V
Springer
"Do that Christmas
ing certitude.
Calling Roll of Deceased Members.
shopping early" signs have been bla- Bridge Club Has
Eleven Strokes, followed by "Rock
zcnod forth all over the place to tell A Jolly Afternoon
of Ages."
met
this
is
club
season
The
the
Bridge
Friday
the people that
holiday
near, but it takes the first snow really week with Mra W. E. Gortner. Tho Quartette, Entire Lodge and Audience
to make them "sit up and take no members spent a delightful afternoon Soprano Solo "The Plains of Peace"
D Auvergno Barnard
the social session
tice." On all sides the Christmas at
j
Mrs. F. L. Relman
mem
spirit is coining Into evidence. The with dainty, refreshments. The
store keepers are commencing to' dec- bers present were iMrs. S. B. Davisy 'Response by Officers.
sst
Charge by Exalted , Ruler. Lodge
orate their windows and counters with Jr., Mrs. E. D; Raynolds, Mrs. Hallelt
to
Grief.
of
E.
rises
Mrs.
W.
H.
Sign
Mrs.
give
v
Clark,
Raynolds,
one eya on the gift giver,
IiOdge and Audience
McWeni
:Irs. Clifford S. Losey, Opening Ode
Numerous) small boys have shocked
Air
"Auld
A.
and
C.
Lang Syne" .
Mrs.
Spiess
their relatives, hitherto 'inmost uni Mrs. Erie Hoke,
Ruler
of
the
"Great
Universe,
E.
Mrs.
Gortner.
violent.
attd
W.,,
eftusive
noticed, by' the
and benign.
&
show of affection they have Jconimenc-eLook down upon nd Mesa, .our work
showering on them. Antl last and Sewing ClUb Works
And' be: all glory Thine
most important of all, '.housewives For German Poor
our
for
Oh!
hear
honored
the
of
number
prayers
a
Yesterday afternoon
again have commenced computing the
dead
Mrs. Charles
turkey and plum pudding capacity of ladies met at the home of
era steers
Mrs. Strickfaden Gives
While bearing in our minds,
calVes $t10.50.
their families. Society,,' .meanwhile, Ilfeld to sew for the poor of Germany.,
no receipts. Market steady.
A Sewing Party
on
memories
Sheep,
The
each
heart,
graven
lii
were
25
ladies
attendance,
About
also has foeeii preparing'for.the grand
On Monday afternoon Mrs. Ben Lamfts S8.268.75: vearlimrs fi .hkisi
For "Auld Lang Syne."
blowout"" "pf the year.1 Everything Is and they accomplished a great deal
entertained several friends 7.50. '
Strickfaden
. . .
Milton
Harris
.Rev.
J.
Invocation
while
charitable
work,
spending
in "anticipation for Christmas week, of the
'
at
Solo
a
of
Waters
pleasant sewing party. An enr
"By the
rather than in starting somethir .j for a pleasant sbcial hoiiV. The organiza- Baritone
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
afternoon was spent, followed
Howell
W.
Charles
joyable
will meet
Babylon".......
tion, which' is
the present
Those iNew York, Dec. 5. Early dealings
refresHments.delicious
Mr. George II. Klnkel
by
1
at
the
afternoon
next
Friday
'4
again
Rev. Jesse S. Moore present were Mrs. David 3. Leahy, in bonds on the stock exchange today
residence of Mrs. Jacob Stern on Address.
Friday Bridge Club
Anthem
"Abide
With Me". . .Lincoln Mrs. E. E. Johnson, Mrs. J. H. Want were devoid of special Interest. TradinginAll
are
ladies who
Eighth street.
Ends Its Season
Mrs. Ernest Ringer, Mrs. F. H. Crail, -was
Alto
with
Solo
lighter, with few price changQuartette.
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club terested in the work are asked to ates.
The
Miss
Mrs.
Ruler
.Exalted
of
John
Daum,
Ritual
only transaction of any size
Mary:
Harris,
Closing
has disbanded indefinitely. This ac tend. The meeting will commence
S- - Daniels of Mobile,
Mrs. was a sale of $24,500
Mrs.
Ala.,
Pennsylvania
Doxology.
at
the
'.clock.
2
at
Those
present
tion was due to a great amount of
railroad convertibles at 99 unchanged.
Abendlied
Schumann. Robert J.Tupert and Mra Frank
Mrs.
David
were
memthe
yesterday
of
gathering
the
families
sickness in
Rookilsland collateral, fonrs and debRoberts..'
.Violin and Piano
f,(
bers and Ihe rush attendant upon the Winternitz, Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal,
enture fives gained halfja point each.
Rosen
David
Mrs.
Mrs.
Bertha
Morse,
approach of Christmas.
Benediction
J. Milton Harris
to
Talk
Roberts
Dr,
wald, Mrs. Wiederkind, Mrs. Johannf.
Audience will please remain seated to Woman's Club
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Vollmer, Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, Mrs. Her-ma- until the Elks have retired.
Mrs. Stern Hostess
Its
,j
will
Woman's
The
club
begin
Ilfeld, Miss Lucy Rosenthal, Mrs
To Her Card Club
Chicago, Dec. 5. Strength, of prices
Musical Director and rianist, Mrs.
course of rare lectures next Wednes- at
of
Miss
club
Ilfeld,
Afternoon
Lowenberg
Ludwig
Bvidgo
The
Liverpool and reports that Italy
Thursday
RMIOND HELD TO THE
Adolphine Kohn.
day afternoon. Dr. Roberts will lec- was purchasing on a large scale in
met this week at the home of Mrs. Baltimore, Mrs. Jacob Stern, Airs
The services will be held In honor
ture on "As a Man Thinketh." All Argentina, gave an
turn today
Dan Stern on Eighth.1 street. The Charles Greenclay, Mrs. Fred Reather
GRAND JURY ON BONO members enjoyed a nico afternoon at Mrs. Ji H. Landati, Mrs.;, Morris Ben of tne toiiowmg aDsent orotners: u. members of the club and their friends to the wheat marketupward
here. After openT. Lowry, C. C. Shirk, Martin Moore,
are requested to be present. The men
"
to
Vi higher, the marr
cards. Following this delicious" re- dix, Mrs. Simon Bacharach, Mrs. Isaac E. V. Carter, Harry Whigham, J. L.
ing
ti t'
the city are invited to hear this ket showed a disposition to veact. The
of
Mrs. Bernhart Appel, Mrs.
were
served.
Bacharach,
freshments
' '
HE IS ACCUSED OF HAVING STOLLaub, J. W, Eshenour, G. M. Roberts,
io V. cent
Isaac Appel, Mrs. H. N. Graubarth, F. H. Dooley, J. P.:Koeble, W. E. Hill, lecture.
market closed firm
A BLACK LEATHER
Miss
M.
Mrs.
TIschler
net
of
Denver,
to
'
Young'-Folkhigher.
''v'
S. H. Sperry, William M. Bell, Frank
HANDBAG
(Continued on Page Fire.)
Clara Goldsmith, Mrs. F. B. Huxmann Quinley, J. H. Thompson, E. E. Burns,
Corn hardened with wheat. The
"Get a Skate On"
to
cent
A large party of young people is ahd Mrs. Charles Ilfeld.
opening, which was
H. H. Holt, W. E. Murney, A. R, QuinI.. E. Raymond, alias L. E. Kramer,
Police Commissioner Woods of New
V
furtha
rura
was
followed
a
the
to
Agua
by
slight
trip
higher,
contermplating
was arraigned today in justice court
ley, H. A. Wolf, C. R. James, R. D. York
lays the blame for many thefts er gain. Prices closed steady at the
on t6 charge of stealing goods to the dams at Hot Springs tomorrow. Tht Sorosis Gives 'a
Black, A. B. Stanton, Jesse Pate, R. to
, same as last
present
unemployments ' .'
in
the
will
make
crowd
Banquet
night, to a sixteenth
journey
Thanksgiving
G. Taul, E. S. Weeks, D. L. Chamvalue of $29 from William C. Morris,
club
the
On
of
Porosis
some
will
and
the
gave
Monday
lower.
,
enjoy
Raymond waived examination and was
bers, William R. Brown, J. B. Mackel,
nt the a Thanlcaeivinar banouet at' the First otto F--. Feil. Charles F.
the
advance
reflected
Oats
bound over to await hearing by the fine skating that" is to bo had
merely
Fred
Rudulph,
"
-'
Christian tabernacle. The ladies and M.
In other grain.
pi nis.'
2Taill Jury aJor T30 001111.""" "Ray
Elston, William Marling', J. E. Ke-ka:'
husbandstheir
the
at
church
4
gathered
moud is charged with having stolen
R
Robert F. Vance, Charles DanHigher prices for hogs made the
and were w10ohied by- Mrs. John H iels, B. F.
a black handbag and some clothing Mr. and Mrs. Gortner
provision market firm. The closing
Miguel Baca, Sr.,
Forsythe,
'l;
York, president of Sorosis, who made Fred Westerman, Charles C.
belonging to William c. Morris from C,C- Small Dinner aiy
quotations were as follows:
Onion;
.
On Monday evening
and Mrs. an exceptionally fine address. Dr N. B. Rhodes, J. M.
the rooming house of Ellen E. PrintKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Wheat, Dec. 1.17; May 1.21.
Hoover, J. D.
er. He went to Albuquerque a few W. E. Gortner entertained delightfully Frank H. H, Roberts responded in Burke, J. H. Barnelte, George
W.
Corn, Dec. 63y2; May 69.
Kansas City, Dec 5. Hogs, receipts
days ago, but was arrested there when at their home on the Plaza. The af behalf of the gussts. . The ladies and Post, and the members who joined the 1,000. Market higher. '''Bulk $6.90
Oats, Dec. 48; May 52.
ihi's'eity notified the Duke City au- fair took the form of a dinner party, gentlemen then found their places at departed this year, who are: Homer 7.15; heavy $77.13 pigs ?66.50. Pork, Jan. $18.10; May $18.52.
thorities. Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lo- at which Mr. and Mrs. ChaVles Spiess, tf.ble, aided by place cards each bear- F. Tilton", Joseph A. Smith, S. A.
Lard, Jan. $9.70; May $9.95.
Cattle, recelts 2,6007'Market steady.
pez ,,was sent to Albuquerque, return Mrs. J. vanllouten of Raton and Mra ing an appropriate Inscription. The Brewer and VS. T. Plowman.
Prime fed steers $9: 6 10. 50; west- Ribs, Jan. $9.70; May $10.05.
ingiljjth his man yesterday afternoon, S: H. Neustadt of Albuquerque were guests obtained a great deal of amusement by reading these aloud, after the
Raymond had the bag In his posses the guests.
first course. At the conclusion of the
4
sion when he reached here with the
On Thursday
afternoon the St second course an exceptionally gooa
deputy, sheriff, it is declared. It is
said that the young man was arrested Paul's Altar Guild met at the home toast on "Woman" was given by
Byron J. Read. At the conclu
for vagrancy during last summer. At of Marie Mann. Routine business was
attended to. Those nresenr- - were sion of the third course Dr. Alice Rice
that time he served 90 days in jail
Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Audrey proposed a toast to "The Husbands
Bums, Miss Emma Tamme, Miss Ruth of Sorosis."
ST. PAUL' NOTES
Mrs. William Howe, the toastmis-ttess- .
Petten,
St. Paul's choir rs titled to meet Winters, Miss Chelhi Van
then gave a well worded toast
for rehearsal in church tonight at 7:15 Rev. J. S. Moore and Mistf Marie
'
to
"Mothers."
After the collation had
Mann.
o'clock.
vanished the diners had the pleasure
The Ladies' Guild will meet at 2:30
of listening to an excellent program.
o'clock on Tuesday with Mrs. J. R. Mrs. Abbett Bride
Mrs. Adolphine Kohn gave a piano
Of James R. Moore
Moore 920 Fifth street.
On Saturday evening last Mrs. Rosa solo; Mrs. Norman Skinner gave an
There will be evening service in the
Budd Abbett and Mr. James R. Moore address on "The Woman's Club"; Mr.
church tomorrow at 7:;3.flj o'clock.
were united In holy wedlock by the R. R. Larkin'then made some well
Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of St. Paul's appreciated remarks appropos ot the
Miss Myrtle Burta recited
Memorial) church. The ceremony too's occasion.
U ill
place at the home of the bride, at 920 au original poem entitled "The Suf- Fifth street A few friends were fregette." professor F. R. Lewis of
"
''
!';
the Normal University came right
present.
a selection, from
back at her
It 4
'
'
' ;
James Whitcomb klfejl' on "The
Merry Matrons MCet Movement" Two songs,
With Mrs. R. R. Larkln'i '
,41(1
The Merry Matrons held a jolly so- "The Derelict" and "I Am Glad I'm
'
cial ses8iorf :yesterday afternoon at Single," were sung by Dr. William
the residence of Mrs. ' R. 'R. Tarkin. Howe. Mrs. Charles O'Malley then
an enjoyable after- played ' a beautiful violin solo. The
The Matrons
wound up the af- extremely enjoyable affair closed
and
noon, in sewing,
fair' 'with 'refreshments.-- ' j Those pres- with the appropriate quotation of Mrs.
"
t
ent were Ms."' Wlllikm! Hoye1 Mrs. HcVeT'the toastmlstresft-.- l fV,l
'ja'ine," Mrs'.' Byron J.-- Reed, Mra..
.met,
"Happy
Fi'atiic' Carroon, Mira. W'illiam Shilling.
have ;we been;
.
Happy,
Carl'
'F.
Mrs.'
II.'
Mrs.
Werti,
11
Crail,
;ia
.
'
Mappy ,niHy we part,
Mrs. Frank' H. iL 'Roberts and 'Vm:
"i
Happy,.meet again.."
'4'
4
l
Elks to Hold a
Eighth Street Sewing
Memorial Service
Circle Holds Meeting
Tomorrow afternoon the juas Vegas
On Tuesday Mrs. Morris Danzlger
of Elks will hold its annual servlodge
was the hostess to the Eighth Street
in honor of the memory of deice
Sewing circle. A pleasant afternoon
services this
was spent with the needle and thread, parted members. The
are expected to surpass any
m
followed by appetizing refreshments. year
ever before held here. The exercises
fei m m
jtit mr ttif wt
iiiriM'
itt itr
Those present were Mrs. Jacob Stern,
will commence at 3 o'clock promptly.
Mrs.
H.
Mrs. Dan Stern,
J.
Landa'i,
t
The officials of the lodge have isMrs. Charles Danzlger, Mrs. Josoph
sue J" a cordial invitation to the public
Danzlger, Mrs. Isaac- Appel, Mrs. of Las
THS STORE
QMALITY'V
Vegas to attend the ceremony.
OPPOSITE
Beulah Stern of VIcksburg, Miss., Mrs.
YEOAS
LAS
The service has 'been arranged by a
Ben
Morris
Mrs.
and
Lewis
Danzigei.
i
IT IS THE DAINTIEST
committee consisting of WUyam J.
;
CASTANEOA i
CiFT"-:V V
,1 ' S
Mills, P. D. McElroy and F. L.
EVEPi.
fc..
Rjound Dozen MeU
.
. y
l
.i b... j)
The officers of the local lodge
at Mjs- - Lucas' Home
STcn
No. 408 are William H. Springer, exalt'
The Round Dozen club met Thurs- ed ruler; Charles W. G. Ward, esteemAment,
day afternoon at the residence ot Mrs. ed leading knight; Joseph-BN. O.
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WHY ADVERTISING IS
HEAD
One of the foundation principles is

the closer anvthlnc comi lnra
tat
to the personal attairs ot the reader,

the more Interest it excites. An item
about the business interests of a
neighbor is likely to be read with more
attention than a report of some fateful disaster many miles away affecting communities and people ot which
no one knows anything.
This gives one an idea why it Is that
advertisements are always read with
such attentive Interest They relate
directly to the personal affairs of the
public.

appeals as keenly as anything
there Is In the newspaper. The account of the battle over in Belgium is
thrilling, but It is many miles away,
immediate effect on the
reader.
But when one learns from some
wide awake merchant's advertising
that he has acquired a lot cf potatoes
r oranges or flour or vercoata at a
special bargain, and Is prepared ' to
lose them out at a low price, the
thing hits us where we live.
Everyone that wants to reduce his
and-witii- out

iost of living, arid that Includes nearwhole community, is affected
fly such an advertisement. It is read

ly the

'

more eagerly by the housewives than
the news of the .distant battle. The
3nen pise are: Interested, ana ask their
iveff 'Why they tiont' go 'there and
l.'Uy. -

-

-

-

r

,

z.:

,

..dvertislpgj

In the

xn&y be

paper. .Merchantswfro .tjpejt

sure that every line is rend
o

ItUMOItS OF WAR

.

"Wars would ihave nothing but a
somber background if it were not for
"the rumors of wars." When the
.ancient prophets threatened the world
with "wars and rumors of, wars" they
may have' intended throwing in the!
rumors as a sort of palliative of the
evil itself, an antidote, as It were to
the poteon of war ia the blood of the
world. Mankind Is gullible at best,
ibut in times of profound peace there
is a mental balance enabling peopie to
draw the line somewhere near the
point of absurdity and impossibility
then, and absurity takes on a serious look and meaning There can be
mo "rumor of war" so utterly at vari- --

"'

... ItETS

r,

MA

-

'

Fto-fesso-

People are deeply concerned nowadays about the cost of living. They
lie awake nights worrying about it.
The club formed to discuss I he poetry
of Tennyson may spend much of its
time talking over the cost of 'beef or
the wages paid servants.
So anything relating directly to

,
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a Flrvg'Lot of

Overcoats
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Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Kinds
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great importance to

A Taylor, a merchant from
was in Laa Vegas today in the
interest of his store.
I
Harvey made his regular
weekly "trip.1 to town yesterday afternoon from his ranch.
Joe Delgado arrived here yesterday
from Albuquerque. He left, today for
Ma home at Chaperito.
T. P. Beny came in last night from
his home at Hillsboro.
S.

L--

L.

Leopold Meyers of Albuquerque was
Here on business today.
Colorado
H. F. Avery-o- f
Springs
came, $;fofytffat. He will make a
brief slay : on ttuainess
Jdlm" Ilruatim: of Shoemaker was in
town today for a short visit.
MRS. EDDS DEAD
Tom Brennan of Denver was here
4 o'clock yesterday afterabout
At
today to attend to some personal at: noon, vX her temporary residence on
(airs.
Lincoln avenue, Mrs. Oi. W. Edds of
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Van Houten
Kansas city, Kas., passed away. Mrs.
were here today ;for a trief stay. They Edds came
to Las Vegas about two
are from Shoemaker.
months ago from Kansas for the beneDr., Frank H. H. Roberts, president
fit of her health. She was a sufferer
of the New Mexico Normal Unlver from tuberculosis. A few
days ago
"
" 'She contracted
B1' I?IU1UW'
I
pneumonia, which yes- terday caused her death. Mrs. Edds
(
lecture last night.
was but a young woman, just, saving
Jerry Quinn, who was formerly on reached the age of 26 years. Mrs.
the Lamy to Santa FeJtfun of the Edds is eurvived by her husband, who
Santa Fe railroad, has been promoted
accompanied her here. Her father,
to a run on the main line. "Kid" W. A.
Mcintosh, came here a few days
(W. C.) Hurt of this city will be
Neokia Fa'lis, jKas. The
from
ago
placed on Qulnn's'.old un. Quinn for- husband and father "will ' accompany
merly livedfhere and was a member the body, which is being prepared for
of the city council.
the journey by J. C. Johnsen & Son,
H. W. Morlmpta of Santa Fe was to
Mulberry, Kas., in which town inin Laa Vegas today on business,
terment will take place.
Arthur Stephens came in today
to
from Denver for a short stay.
O. J. Ogg of Raton was here today BRIDGES ARE BUILT
to attend to some personal affairs.
J. T. Dockery of El Paso was here
STATE AID
on business today. Mr. Dockery is
Sew-inthe
of
Free
division
manager
the
Machine company of Rockford, HI
A party of four machines came, into SAN; JUAN COUNTY GETS ALONG
WELL WITHOUT ASSIST-- ,
Laa Vegas yesterday evening and put
the. ,7
ANCE OF FRENCH
uip over night at the garage of
Las Vegas Autd and Machine company. The car were a Franklin, a
San Juan county, through the busiChalmers, a Ford and a Winton "Six." ness ability of its board of commis-sionerThey were occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
has erected two new steel
Oscar Sodergreen Mr. and Mrs. John bridges in the past year. They did
Sondergreen, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Kjocli not find it. necessary to consult the
al of
; and Mr. and Mrs. J. S. King,
ste;t engineer's office; thus they
NortfT Laramie, Wyo. The party left saved considerable time. " San Miguel
this morning, hound for the coast,
and Mora county people will rememE. Haskell of Colorado Springs Waa ber the difficulty that waa encounterhere today to attend td some personal ed In getting State Engineer French
.
7U 7. to aJct promptly in the matter of the
affairs.
Jacob Davidhizer, a mesa farmer, bridge at watroua.
was here today purchasing supplies.
San, Juan county commissioners' did
A hunting party consisting of F. Yj not-gto the trouble to ask the state
Hanson, Lowrie Clevenger and George engin6er to approve plans and spec!- Milroy left this morning in Hanson' j ficatlon9,' and did not have to wait 30
car for. the vicinity of Lamy. The,day9 or B0 t0 lget the state engineer
hunters are looking for quail
to try to act. No doubt, they have
Miss Mary Needham and Miss Mar-- j eqUaily as good, it not better, bridges,
garet Needham, who have beeu visit-- ; jt certainly is refreshing to know that
ing here for the past few days, loft they could use their own engineer, and
llSe their own products, such as na- today for their home in Fort Union.
man
a
business
P. B. Blackshear,
tive lumber and piling, instead of
Albuquerque, was here today.
ping in foreign lumber at a higher
Theodore Roybal arrived in Las price, to be paid for by the people In
Vegas last night from Santa Fe. lie the county, instead of using native
will make a ehort stay here on busi- - lumber, which could be furnished by
ness.
their own mills and merchants. In
,

'
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F&ii THE LITTLE CL7C
Bring them or send them in to see the Dolls, Doll
Buggies, Drums, Toy Dishes

and

Kitchen

Sets, Iron

Trains on Track, Toy Carts and Wagons, Animals of
kinds,

all"1

Be

you.

cnoivn fczcic

There are Furs, either single pieces or Sets, newest style
Handbags, Handkerchief s.,;or ladies

r

FOR EVEUYOliif? AT ALWAYS POPULAR
LOWEST

JttlCiES

LAS VECAS'' BUSIEST

ric, the Model and the Tailoring
over the

fit

and see to the

STORE

On

Laa Vegas

The

New

Plaza

Mexico

D. T. Hosklns,

-

Cashier.

5

shoulder and around the collar.
You can't make a mistake in

any of these

If

you

&

Marx

points'

choose a Hart Shaffner

CAPITAL STOCK
OFFICE
--

AT

t

'.(..(

,

i

,

WM.

GREENBERGER'S

"

(

02O,QQQoGO

h,

WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL

BANK

.....

t

.

.

Q. HAYDON.

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

..

..President

...,

.

-

Vice-Preside-

handling their business that way they
got the kind of bridge they wanted,
Instead of the state engineer dictating to them the price thevcouUi' nay
for this bridge, regardless of the ioad
it would carry.
Judging from reports received from
San Juan county the people of that
section of the state are of the opinion
that they are expected to pay taxes
and then be forgotten. They state
that state and auto taxes are naid to
the amount of thousands of dollars',
and yet not one, red1 cent has the state
engineer ot the state road board ever
spent in the county. The county ask
ed for the loan of a state grading ma
chine, but it was refused.
ATTENTION

ELKS

gery, which, seems to be the opular
Martinez is
offense., just. at. present..
a decision yesterda, dissaid t.a have signe the name of Eli; court, in
solved
the
injunction issued by Judge
gio Gonzales to a note for $G, which
Sheafor
the district court at Col
in
ho cashed at the First National bank.
in the case of Thomas
orado
Springs,
He was arrested last night by Deputy
A. Tallon, treasurer of Teller county,
Sheriff Felipe Lopez. Martinez plead
Vindicator. ConaolidatPd
ed not guilty and said he could con against the
Gold
company and other cormining
vince the judge of his innocence. AcThe
suit arose over disporations.
cordingly he was allowed, in the comlevies. The supreme couyl
tax
puted
pany of an officer, to interview some
held that the corporations must pay
of his friends.
their taxes and then sue if they con- -

i

at the MAY BE BLACKMAIL

Elks home Sunday afternoon,' December. 6, at 2:30 o'clock for the purpose
AGAINST
of participating in the memorial servNo. 408. Visiting brothices
ers cordially Invited.
CHARGES AGAINST
By order of the Exalted Ruler.
WILLIAM

HIGH HAN

D. W. CONDON,

.

Secretary.

ADDITIONAL

"

THREE-REE-

THHOUGn

DRAMA ENTITLED

L

NIGUT

LIGHT"

TO

Rob-bins-

w

-

alleged recipient of money and other
IS FOUND BENEFICIAL
valuable gifts at the hands of Colonel
as Miss
Charles. Alexander,
Cope's
charge x of "white slaver" SCHOOLS OF THIS STATE ARE DO
ING GOOD WORK WITH THE
against the Providence, R. I. millionaire, who was indicted here yesterday,
YOUNGER CHILDREN
will receive the attention of federal
officials.
Santa Fe, Dec. 5. Santa Fe has the
Charles F. Cline, United States dis- honor of having established and main
trict attorney here, would not discuss tained the first public school kinderthe case today. It was learned, how- garten. At present the following strictever, that Alexander met Miss Cope in ly kindergarten teachers are employ
California two yearB or more ago, at ed in New Mexico: Miss Jane Groves,
which time she lived in the Hiilman daughter of Corporation Commissionapartments, 1010 Ingraham street, Los er M. S. Groves, at Santa Fe; Mrs. C.
F. Miller at Magdalena; Miss Mary
Angeles.
The Mann act, under which Alex- H. Eckles, Silver City; Miss Bessie
ander was indicted, has been accused Watt, Las Vegas; Miss Gertrude
by lawyers and judges all over the Klotz, Deming; and Miss Sherry B.
country of opening a channel for Smith, at the state school for the blind
blackmail.
No charge of this charac- at Alamogordo.
ter has been made against Miss Cope,
That the kindergarten supplies at
but lawyers in the case admit that as least a partial substitute for the fama matter of course Alexander's alleged ily Influence and for the spontaneous
gifts to complainant and the circum- activity lacking In Institutional life Is
stances which led her to make charges pointed out by United States Commisagainst him will receive the most care- sioner P. P. Claxton in a circular .letter to departments of education! jusl
ful, scrutiny.
issued.
Complainant Is Arrested
Miss Jessie Cope, complainant in the
The report says: -- The kindergar
Colonel
white slave indictment against
ten and the trained klndergartner are
Charles Alexander, a millionaire of of special value to the Institutions be
Providence, R. I., was arrested here cause they substitute the maternal
this afternoon ,on a charge of attempt-ed- . spirit ,for that of mere constituted au
.bribery. ,ltj' is charged that Miss thority in dealing with child life. The
Is to
Cope,: whose hoe Is said to be in Los function of the , kindergarten
Angeles, offered to share J50.000 with nurture, unfold, form, and train the
federal officials if they would aid her child's inherent powers; to teach him
in extorting that sum from. Colonel to become a self educator.
Alexander..
Michael Igoe, a former
"A kindergarten Is the first demand
member of the Illinois legislature and of , the social settlement,
because
at. present f;rst. assistant in, the office throueb, it... the ,7 settlement
worker
'
of the United States district, attorney, gains- - the. first. In ternst kt the neigh
is said to have pretended t,o fall in borhood. The kindergwner must
vitfi the scheme. In order to obtain visit the homes, and ihcjfparentsof.
evidence.' ' His testimony is said to the children soon, rmq
tnaj ner visus
Haver formed 'the basis for her arrest,
no ax to
She
disinterested.
are(
Miss Cope Vas taken into custody grind, in trade,' i polities'! lor religion,
at a downtown hotel by L. C. Wheeler,
a special agent of the department of
justice. Miss Cope was arraigned be
fore United States Commissioner Ma-hothis afternoon and held in bonds
FROM TEE
of $5,000. Hearing was set for next
Saturday.
EMERALD ISLE
"You are charged with attempted
bribery," the commissioner informed
the defendant.
"And what am I to- - do?" Hhe inquir
ed. ' Her demeanor was composed.
Commissioner Mahon explained the
usual procedure and advised her to
retain an attorney, v"I really don't know what this is
'MM
about," she commented.
MONDAY

'

FEATURING

JACKIE SAUNDERS
n'.iU.

:..

VIBRti

KINDERGARTEN

Chicago, Dec. 5. The means by
which Miss Jessie Cope became the

SOCIETY

NEMO

The Music andArt society will give
its next concert Thursday evening at
the home of Mr. and ,Mrs. John

MILLIONAIRE
ALEXANDER UNDER MANN
ACT TO BE PROBED

H. SPRINGER,
Exallted Ruler.

Sunday Only Matinee and Night

$30,000.

ot-lodg-

and crime. Little can be expected from remedies applied to chron
ic, cases; such treatment is paliative,
at the best; only prevention can be
genuinely, lastingly beneficial and
prevention is the peculiar office of the
kindergarten."

MUTUAL THEATER

for appointment of a receiver for her
estate.. Miss Nelms disappeared with
her sister, Mrs. Elolse Nelms Dennis,
last June. The estate Is valued at

:

vice

2Z

eider them unjust
Early this morning the five months

;

All Elks are requested to be

she comes as a friend of the family.
Suspicion of any ulterior motives soon
disappears, and she is welpome; she
meets with the greatest courtesy and
kindness In the neighborhood.-"Th- e
biggest bill the community has
to pay is that run up by pauperism,

old son of Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Baca,
RECEIVER ASKED FOR
of the West side, passed away. The
Ga., Dec. 5. Creditors of
Atlanta,
body was interred this afternoon at
Beatrice Nelma today filed buU here
Las
Vegas.
Upper

j

-

'

ALSO

:,.!.

IIUTIIAL WEELY K9

94

as-we- ll

(Continued from Page Four)
Beautiful Songs
by Beautiful Girls
The Killarnev Girls and Rita Rich,
all artists in their chosen work, Mghly
delight their adudiences everywhere
they go with their snappy, catchy
Irish songs and dances, legends and
impersonations. They will appear be
fore a full house at theDunoan oera
house next Monday night, from pres
ent Indications at the Y. ' M. C. A.,
where good seats are now sellig.
This company of Irish entertainers
appeared not many weeks ago at DilTribune
lon, Mont, and the Dillon
writes as follows:
"It was one of the classiest pro
grams ever delivered from a Dillon
platform. The eevningwas devoted
principally to Irish songs, legends and
dances, which were glvea with a vim
and sparkle that carried the hearers
with them and drew prolonged and
appreciative applause. Rita Rich In
her child Impersonations .was initiml-tabl- e
and will long be remembered
with pleasure. The happy manner of
the entire company added much to
the evening's entertainment and it Is
hoped that Dillon may have the op
portunity of hearing the Kularney
Girls again."
Tickets are on sale at the Y M. C. A
and some of the music lovers have
already reserved their seats. It Is
he Killarnejj Girts will be,
able" to put 'o a more Seligbttul pro
gram than the Kellogtlalnes people
did recently.
'

ANOTHER

CASE OF

FORGERY

FOUKD?

n

FERNANDO MARTINEZ SAID
HAVE FAKED SIGNATURE
TO A NOTE

TO

This afternoon Martinez waa arraigned before Police Judge D. R. Murray at the city hall. Hia counsel, former Judge Manuel C de Baca, asked
for a continuance, which was granted.
Martinez will be given a hearing on
Monday.

Fernando Martinez was arraigned
this morning In the court of Justice
D. R. Murray, on the charge of for-

Matinee
4--BI-

Long Narrow
-MonOgramS

long initial with two smaller
ones; in its center is very good,
or one long initial with two small
ones atitop, in gold, and one color,
is very pretty too.
((T'JV

Come in

and see them.

,

'

U

-

qp;ocpub,;o.
rrr--.
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OFFICERS AND Dlftrajy-OKH, W. Kelly. PresiWnt
Jacob Gross, Vloe-PrfeClarence Idea, Secy, k ireas.
'

vponaldj Steward,

j

C. C. Robblna j

;

i

I

CTEast Las Veens. N.

M.

Albuquerque, M. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rons. N. M.

t

Santa Pe.N.M.

GROSS KELLY

C

.CO.

-

!

'

7

iWholesa-l-

a

a

Grocers

WOOL, HIDES
PELTS, 'LUflCEIL
WAGONS
CAIN
INAVAJO DLAKIIET;
llIAGLE HAY PRESSES

7th

If.

catalog

"Yne

HOUSE

TICKETS AT Y.

Prices

Have found a prominent
Place in the engravers

"'

'

MINES MUST PAY
Denver, Dee. 5. The state suirreme

4

GBEELS

Smile Producers
c

NIGHT7xl5

M,.

No Advance in

THE GIRLS

"OrEM

S--

'

A
-

P

.....Treasurer

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

or gentlemen, by the

box or singly, Neckties, Mufflers, Scarfs, Gloves, Etc.
SOMETHING

fab-

'if

Horna, popguns, Mechanical; Toys, Eta

FPU Tt:z

3

veg!as
on
interest paid time deposits
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANES

overcoat is a matter of

particular In selecting the

PERSONALS

rr'

2

Ii

President.

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank 8pringer,

Men and Boys

and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas ... .
Phone Main 276

au,uuu.uu

-'

Mackinaws

Mistletoe

-

Holly

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN

f IUV,UUV.UU
v

LAB VEGA

t

T"

:

PULPIT

rl

AND

CHURCH OF TKE IMMACULATE
Adrian
Raheyrolle,
CONCEPTION

pastor.

First
t 10 a.

canion. a very pleasant one.

masB 7:00 a, m.', second mass
m. Sunday school In English

tad Spanish at 3 p m, la Spanish lit
8:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
m.
i
Sunday school tor ExgUsn speak-lu- g
and Spanish speaking children
very Sunday at 1:30 P. ra.

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Rev. J. S .Moore, Rector, 716 National

1

1

(1,

1.

l

feat-(bowel-

Greek Designs
Ate

quite the
thing in

Mionogram

Stationery jr-

-

Optic Pub. Co,

Doctor Chargem
My fee for such
an operation would be $700.
Mr. Kidder Gee! Why, the royal
executioners in the olden days hadn't
the nerve to charge more than $10 for
their work.

How Would You
Break a Man's
Nerve With a
Playing Card?

NATURALLY
1

NOTit I

j

I

revenge armed with a
single playing card
He broke Alan Law's nerve

t, A. F. A L, O. O. MOOSE Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
evening eaca
Regular communication first aid month at W. o. W. hall. Visiting
"
to brothers cordially invited Howard T.
third Thursday
&Ah mr.nth
Vtaltin
DaviH, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
bothers cordially In
vited. Guy M. Gary, W H, E 8. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
Pettem, Secretary,
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. . Visiting members
4 KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reo- - are cordially invited. Colbert G.
ular conclave secona nies-de- Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
in each month at Ma
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaRecorder.
Chas.
Tamme,
Smith, B. 0.;
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO.

duced.

with Indigestion

"Two years ago 1 was greatly ben;
efited through using two or three bot
tles of Chamberlain's Tablets,'' writes
Mrs. 8. A. Keller, Elida, O., "Before taking them I was sick for two
years with indigestion." Sold by
dealers. Adv.
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE

Whereas, in a certain action pending in the District Court of San Miguel County, wherein the Aetna Build
ing Association of Las Vegas, New
Mexico, is plaintiff and Franclsca T.
Sena and Vlctoriana Baca de Sena
are defendants, said cause being a
suit to foreclose a certain mortgage
upon the property hereinafter describdid recover
ed, the said plaintiff
judgment against the said defendants
in the sum of Nine Hundred Forty-twDollars and Forty-sevaCents
($942.47) with interest thereon at the
rate of twelve per cent (12) per
annum until paid together with all
costs of suit and costs of sale.
Whereas, it was In and by said
judgment and decree provided that in
the event the said defendant did not
pay off and discharge the said Judgment within ninety (90) days from
from the date thereof, that then the
undersigned, as Bpecial master, should
proceed to sell the mortgaged premises hereinafter described for "the
purpose of making the amount of said
judgment and costs of suit and costs
of sale, and
Whereas, the said defendants have
not paid the satd Judgment and
there now remains due thereon the
sum of Five Hundred Thirty-siDol
lars and Nineteen cents ($536.19);
Now therefore notice is hereby given that the undersigned, as special
master to make said sale, will on
Wednesday, December 9th, A. D. 1914
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day at
the east door of the Court House iu
the County of San Miguel and State of
New Mexico, exose for sale and sell
to the highest bidder for casa 'he
said mortgaged premises and property
with the improvements
thereon,
which premises and property are de
scribed as follows:
All of lots eight (8), nine (9) and
ten (10) in Block No. Thirteen (13)
of Lopez, Sulsbacher and Rosenwald's
Addition of the El Dorado Town Com- pany to Las Vegas, San Miguel county, New Mexico, as shown by the plat
of said addition of El Dorado Town
Company on file and of record in the
office of the Probate Clerk and Ex-officio recordder of San Miguel Coun-

Five cents per line each insertion.
at 7:30 ' Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
H. e.l IF. U.
No ad to occupy less space than two
Tn
tary.
lines. All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set L O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
without regard to number of words,
4. Meets every Monday evening at
Cash in advance preferred.
their hail on Sixth street All visltsng
brethern cordially invited to attend.
Ji. Frieden8tlne, N. G.;
A. T. Rogers,
No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
No.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V, Hedgcock, No.
WANTED
Porter. Hotel La Pension Cemetery Trustee.

tv !

m-p-

LOCAL TIME CARD
East sound
Arrive

I.... 1:20
4. ...11:64
I.... I:2S

11.

p.

p.
a.

1:16 p.

"

Dart

m..... 7:4t a. ft
m... ..11:11 9. fc
m..... !:$ a
m..... !:tt a, O-

to do cooking
Apply
general" housework.
Seventh.
Girl

homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties San Miguel, Guad
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

G

SPANISH,

TYPEWRITING

prac1119

Wheezlngl n the lungs indicates that
phlegm is obstructing the air pas
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND
sages.
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it
can be coughed up and ejected. Price
25c, 60c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

HIS OWN FAULT

or More, each dllvery.....
to
2,000 pounds, each delivery.........
pounds
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery.E0 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery

2,000
1,000

pound

-

Less than
Our old friend Johnny Kling is bat
ting for 750 at billialrds He leads the

interstate

three-cushio-

MOEY

RETAIL PRICES

.

First Chappy That aw Miss Summers is a deah girl, doncher know.
Second Chappy You must have
been engaged to her, too!

L 'A TJ

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

SHORT- -

hand lessons by an easy and
tical method. D. Trambley,
Eleevnth street.

0H

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

D. C;

n

50 pounds,

each

delivery.........

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs,
per 100 lbs,
per 100 lbs.
per 100 Ibi.

AG HA PURA COMPANY

tournament.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which. Have Mad Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Mrs. McClaln's Experience With Croup
"When my boy, Ray, was small he
was subject to Croup, and I was always alarmed at such times. Cham'
berlaln's Cough Remedy proved far

better than any other for this trouble.
It always relieved him quickly. I am
never without it in the house for I
know it is positive cure tor croup,"
writes Mrs. W. R. McClain, Blalrsville.
Pa. For sale by all dealers. Av.

mm

Ed Wald's young brother Martin Joins
the Brookfeds. He was a star twlrler
at Bridgeport last geasen.

i

WAW

FIND WHAT YOU

"
-

.AH

SELL WHAT YOU

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth

DM

WANT

among those who

most

This and Five Cents!

DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this
Hen peck That man made a lot o slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
trouble for me.
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name
Henderson A busybody, eh?
and address clearly. You will receive
He
mar
Henpwck No; a preacher.
in return a free trial package containried ma.
ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
The Tlmea,
"Some very rich and connequential Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
people are recalling their ancestry Tablets. For sale in your town by
O. G. Scbaeter and Red Corss Drug
for now,"
"How? By coming over In the steer Co. Adv.
.
age T"
. ,t.,,.

W. E. GORTNER,
Special Master.

Dentist
Dental work of any descrtptloa si
moderate prices
Brinegar'
Bioou, omiv Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoa
Main S81. Residence Phone Main 411

r7

o

14

OR. F. ft. HUXMANN

For Rent

READ THE NEXT INSTALLMENT
IN THURSDAY'S PAPER.

Veeder and Veeder, attorneys
plaintiff.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
cation first Monday In each

For

The most extraordinary
moving picture play ever pro-

ty, New Mexico.

y

Wast Sound
and B. P. Ov ELKS Meets second and
Desalt
Arrive
1054
each
fourth Tuesday evening of
1:11 . it
No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
month Elks' home on Ninth street
1:41 a. fc
No. I.... I:J5 a. m
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
QgjrD
4:11 p. &
m.....
4:Z0
No.
7..tr.
t.
IF YOU want to sell range mares are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
7:U p. ft.
m.....
....
No.
!
his
was
The complainant-1-know It
write H. L. Gray, E. Las Vegas.
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
machine that struck me, Your Honor;
cretary.
it was No. 666.
Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
Czslzs
The Magistrate But the man says
and Tar.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
his automobile is numbered 999.
P. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets in it
The Complainant
Well, I was HORSE and buggy for sale. Inquire
produces the best results, always
W.
saw
on
O. W hall, Sixth street, on the
I
when
head
it
my
standing
of Perry Onion.
cures severe colds, sore chest and
first and third Mondays of each
and does not contain opiates
month at 8 p. m,. Visiting brothers lungs
NEVER DRANK ANY
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Tayand Ladies always welcome. O. L.
lor, Lutherville, Ga. because "I be
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont lieve it to be an honest medicine and
FOR RENT Two room furnished ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, it satisfies
my patrons." W. L. Cook,
house. Phone Main 351.
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z,
Mont because "it gives the
Neihart,
1011
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
best results for coughs and colds ol
TWO furnished rooms for light house- Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M
anything I sell." Every user Is a
keeping, modem, except heat; no
friend. O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
BROTHERHOOD NO
sick, no children. 810 Lincoln ave FRATERNAL
Drug Store. Adv.
nue.
102 Meets every Monday night ii
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue V
Ed Corrigan, the veteran turfman,
FOR RENT Five room furnished 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor 60
years old, recently married a girt
house. Inquire 706 Lincoln avenue, dially welcome.
Jj T. Buhler, Presl of 21 in Illinois.
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
FOR RENT House four rooms and C. H. Bally, Treasurer.
Lame back may come from overbath, electric lights, newly papered
work, cold settled in the muscles o
and painted; best location; low rate MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
the back, or from disease. In the two
to good tenant. Phone Purple 5301,
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly former cases the right remedy Jfl
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second BALLARD'S
K
SNOW LINIMENT.
Nellie Old Boozera died from water
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at should foe rubbed In thoroughly over
around the heart.
iCCiiSiI3!2Si3
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; G. the affected part, the relief will be
Tom Gee! I don't see how It got
Z. W. Montague, Lo prompt and satisfactory.
Price 25c,
Laemmle,
there.
Clerk;
FIRST CLASS dressmaking. Prices
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
pecially welcome and cordially invited Central Drug Co. Adv.
EXPENSIVE

0"

JOSEPH VANCE

x

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
RATES FOR CLAS1FIED ADVER
TISEMENTS

WANTED

The Trey
earts

Sick Two Years

"a

No.

His other child but you'd
better see the pictures.

By LOUIS

A. M.

Vlantcd

and nearly wrecked the happiness of his own daughter.

AND CAFF

RESTAURANT

j SOCIETY DIRECTORY

w

Alaric Trine sought his

.

this year'

LOBBY

BHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS ,
THS BIST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

B1

Agnus Dei,

uicuiuiuc i
Kirc.
dry aig mc
i.;
Tvill be served to the members of thejhave ever taken for constipation. They
3hurch at 7 o'clock in the church par-- j keep the Btoniach sweet, liver active,
s
Eor. Toasts and other delightful
regular." O. G. Schaefer and
wres of the evening will make the oc- - Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
o- -

6he

IcolumnI'I A

Ird

J

v.

mi

Kyrie Eleison, Chant.
Gloria Tibi, Chant.
Thy Word Abldetb.
Hymn 282,
Sermon.
Hymn 43, Rejoice, Rejoice, Believ
ers.
Presentation of Alms, Chant.
Sursuiu Corda, Sanctus, Chant.

ro.
7:30
The ushers will seat you, the music
The census bureau reports that the
w ill please you, the Gospel will satisfy curse of child labor is
rapidly lessen
you, and the people are friendly.
ing in the United States.
The subject of the morning sermon
Twill be "The Uplifted Christ," John
Gore. Pa.. P. A. Morgan had occa
12:32. The Lord's memorial will be sion recently to use a liver medicine
observed at the close of the morning and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
service. The annual roll call and "They thoroughly cleased my system
business meeting of the church will IQUU
11
litVC
Hill.
' illtlll
vn.i.v'
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Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday School, 9:45.
11.
Holy Communion and sermon,
7:30.
sermon,
and
Evening prayer
Order of service at 11 o'clock:
Hymn 35, Hark, the Voice Eternal.

Hymn 41. Hark a Thrilling Voice.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORThis church is open daily for private
ROWS Very Rev. Paul Gilberton, prayer and meditation.
Paster.
Full vested choir at both morning
First mass at 6 a. m. Third Sunday and evening services.
excepted.
Second masa 8 am. Sermon In
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
English. This ta Children's masa but
Corner of Eighth street and Nation
everybody la welcome, especially the al avenue; Rev Royal A. Simonds,
, English speaking people.
Hymns ren- pastor.
dered by the children under the direc
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. w. u.
Third mass at 10 a, m. Sermon In Ogle, Superintendent.
Spanish.
Preaching by the pastor at 11 a. tn.
From 8 to 4 Sunday school
and 7:30 p. m. Morning subject :
At 4 p. m. May devotion and bene "The Cloak, the Books and the Parch- diction of the blessed sacrament
mfints." Evening subject: "The Com
At the New Mexico Hospital for the mon Clay Out of Which Great Men
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by Are Made."
the reverend pastor.
Mlas Mildred McMahon will sing "A
of Paradise" Sunday night
Dream
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
will give a Bible readThe
pastor
Heeular services every Sunday morn
to Philemon Wed
letter
Paul's
on
ing
ins at 11 o'clock and Wednesday nesday night.
evening at 8 o'clock in Carnegie Li
The Wednesday evening service will
to Sunday
hf. of snecial interest
brary
A cordial welcome
school workers.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH awaits you.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
ias avenue and Tenth street
Sick Heaaache
11
Morning worship and sermon at
Sick headache is nearly always
o'clock.
caused by disorders of the stomach
Bible study and Sunday school ses Correct them and the periodic attacks
tion of the Sisters of Loretto.
of sick headache will disappear. MrB.
eton at 9:45 a. m.
John Bishop of Roseville, Ohio, writes:
Society of christian Endeavor at "About a year ago I was troubled with
;30 p. m.
indigestion and had sick headache
The church extends a most hearty that lasted for two or three days at a
welcome to all people. Visitors and time. I doctored and tried a number
welsojourners in the city especially
of remedies but nothing helped me
comed.
until during one of those sick spells
a friend advised me to take Chamber
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH, lain's Tablets. This medicine relievColumbia and National avenue.
ed me in a short time." For sale by
Hours ol service::
all dealers. Adv.
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
HAD LITTLE LEFT
B. Y. P. V., 6:30 p. m.
Santa Fe, Dec. 5. The republican
If you are without a church bma central committee of McKinley coun
come! We can helj you.
ty tiled Its expense account today
It you are looking tor church wort with Secretary of State Antonio Lu- come! You can help us.
cero. The receipts were $290, the
expenditures $289.25 for printing, hall
CHURCH, rent, automobiles, music and cigars,
CHRISTIAN
FIRST
Eighth and Main Sis. J. II. Whistler, leaving 75 cents in the treasury for
JJinister.
next campaign.
9:45 a. ro., Bible school, following
The democratic committee of Sier
the Bible school sessionfl the school ra county received $164 and spent onwill observe Home Mission Sunday, ly $134.25, mainly for hall rent, cigars
vith an excellent program, one of the and refreshments. However, there are
of sub- features will be a graphnphone ad- $136 of unpaid bills while
a
scritions remaiu uncollected.
dress; the pastor will also make
short address.
NEW CERTIFICATES ISSUED
11:00 a. m. Communion and short
Santa Fe. Dec. 5 The department
address by Itev. Whistler. No evening service. All are cordially invited, of education today Issued teachers'
certificates to Ethel Yadon, Loving- and will find a welcome.
ton, Eddy county; R ,M. Niekle, Tex- ico, Curry county; Mabel Scott, Lov- THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Hov. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
ington; Loui Tipton, Tremcntina, San
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Miguel county, all rrrst grade; Lyda
Bessie Stein,
Rhode, Alamogordo;
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
' B. Y. P. UL 6:30 p. m.
Fay wood; Mrs. J. H. Stein, Faywood,
second grade; Susanna Butler, Raton,
Kvening worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Wednesday even- third grade.

uu,u
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KILLED 'EM QUICKER, TOO

avenue, East Las Vegas.
Second Sunday in Advent, Dec.

Choir Loft
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Subscribe for Rte Opm.
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PROPERTY you want to Bell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and

are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instruments.
WANT AD3 are Inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

get results and

EVERYBODY'S

SATIS-
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11 e have a new arid com
plete line of samples,
any one of which would
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can furnish it in white

or colors embossed to

(

gMLanmna

-

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yoi
with the stationery. I There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
J die
depends iponltho style.
.
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EMBOSSED STATIONERY
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WITH A BOX OF

delight the most fastidious
tastes. They come in
styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers w i b e
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
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Clarence Batchelor, son of Mr. and
Batchelor of this city, is
achieving fame in New York city as
an artist Batchelor, who is connected with the New York Evening Journal, recently produced a1 fine cartoon
for the New York Evening Sun. He
also has had work accepted by "Life"
and "Judge." Young Batchelor Is well
known here, having at one time resided In Las, Vegas.

REPORT

HOSPITAL

PENITEN-

MUTUAL THEATER

Following is the report of tne Las
NoBridge St :
1914.
hospital for tne month of
Nov.
30,
N.
Vegas
M.,
Santa Fe,
Bids for furnishing supplies to the vember:
First Show Starts at 7:15
Pay patients
State Penitentiary at Santa Fe, for
in hosoital November 1, 3; admitted
six months ending May 30th, 1915,
SATURDAY
dur
will be opened at 9 o'clock a. m. during November, 11; discharged
"Redblrd Wins'
mont-nl,
Thursday, December 10th, 1914, at the ing month, 5; died during
(Two-reel
30.
feature) American
days of care, 104; days of board,
Penitentiary.
"The Man With the Hoe"
Charity Parents
Supplies consist of Groceries, Meats,
1
5:
admitted
November
Thanhouser
in hosuital
Cloth, Clothing and Grain.
A list of specifications and Blank during the month, 2; discharged dur
monm,
Proposals will be furnished on appli- ing the month, 1; died during
32.
of
board,
198;
days
cation to John B. McManus, Superin- 0; days of care,
Cases
Special
tendent.
Medical, 14; surgical, major 2, minor
By order of the
LOCAL
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS.
1; obstetrical, 41
folthe
The hospital acknowledges
October 17th, 1914.
Mrs. J. M.
iowrrfe contributions:
"The Trey O' Hearts," at the Vegas
The California limited arrived In Cunningham, fruit; J. H. Stearns, tur
only, third episode. Adv.
tonight
V.
H.
OfWalte,
Las Vegas In two sections today.
key; Peter Roth, ducks;
ficials say that the road "will continue turkey; Episcopal church, fruit; A. T.
to "The Private ''Secretary." WhoBe
amounting
' '
to run two parta of this train until rrncmraU, TJSr. cMrviAPn
I,V-Private Secretary?. Adv.
La
Cueva
secMrs.
Dickies;
Kirk.
The
month.
first
the end of the
D.
W
tion arrived one hour behind schedule .Ranch company, apples; Mrs.
Old Taylor WTtiaKey and Sherwood
and the second section got here two Wean, clothing; union Thanksgiving
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Rye
a.z
I offering at Presbyterian cnurcn,
hours late.

Mrs. D. I

SATURDAY'S

TONIGHT

MARKET
RED AND WHITE GRAPES

,

STRAWBERRIES.

CELERY

The Very Best Goods
JONES

DAIRY FARM SAUSAGE, JONES DAIRY FARM

BROOKFIELD

ARCH VEGETABLES,

SHIPT

SEAL

FARM SAUSAGE,

BACON,

OYSTERS,

MON-

YOU CAN GET THEM

MONARCH FRUITS.

ONLY AT

Store

STEARNS'
1?

Cutler Brothers, insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

OYSTER

HOT HOUSE! LETTUCE

BEETS

CRISP CELERY

TURNIPS

ENDIVE

CARROTS.;:

GREEN ONIONS

parsnips'
green chile

HIE

y

WIS
THE CASH GROCER
S3M

the chief and most important ambitions of the
management of this store since its establishment has
been to make it; first of all, a store FOR ALL THE
One of

PEOPLE. We are continually getting in new furniture and hardware and are endeavoring to give the best
values at a moderate price. We extend every possible
courtesy to all our customers whether large or small
buyers.
LET US HAVE YOUR BUSINESS. CASH OR CREDIT.

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.

S. LEWIS, f70r.

311 Sixth St.

Phone Vegas 114

Our undertaking department is in charge of Mr. Charles Day, who
has had' fifteen years' experience In the business. All Wofkguat
anteed. Our private ambulance is always ready.

Wam'n

Yho' Modem
'
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Don't neglect to order your Individ
ual Christmas cards., ,,.

ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Our Patrons Dictate
What the Bill Shall be.

at the capital.

Whose

CLEVER CROOK IS

Santa's pack would be. incomplete
without a box of embossed stationery.
Order now at Optic office.

The expense of a funeral to be respectable and in
good keeping, need not be great Our large stock of
cheap, medium and good grade goods give our patrons
the privilege- of selecting what they feel they can afford.
Our aim is always to give more for the money than can
elsewhere be 'procured.
Our business system and the
the city, make this possible.
in
only complete equipment

SENT TO PRISON

Nolette's barber shop will move tomorrow to Its new quarters next to
CHECK WRITING MACHINE EX- jewelry store. Fred
J. L. Malaney and wife have open- Taupert's
, PERT PLEADS GUILTY BEwill
new
claims
the
that
place
ed the studio in the Veeder building.
FORE JUDGE LEAHY
New
in
barber
"swellest
shop
High class photographic work of all be the
Mexico."
kinds. Kodak finishing done. Adv.
The clever crook who represented
to several local merchants as
himself
Ail
for
orders
holiday stationery
"The Private Secretary." Whose
nlnd greetings must he in by Decem- a repair man of the Peerless Check
v.
Private Secretary
Protection company, was arraigned
ber 15. Optic Pub. Co.
in
chambers this morning before Judge
Correspondence cards with plain,
The Elks wish the public to unwr-stan- David J. Leahy, and pleaded guilty to
with
embossed
or
silver
t
edge,
gil
that everybody is invited to at- a technical charge of embezzlement
one or two letter moogram in one
tend
the
annual memorial services of filed against him. He was sentenced
color, silver or gold, at Optic office.
the lodge, which will be held tomorrow to a term of not more than 15 months
the lodgs rooms. The nor less than) 12 months in the state
Will buy in exchange for feed, good afternoon in
of the services m&y penitentiary. He probably will comprogram
complete
burlap sacks. P. Tramblay Roller
found in the society column.
be
mence serving his sentence today.
avenue.
1215
dv.
Mora
Mills,
The man gave his name here as J.
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com- L. Vantine, and in Santa Fe he is
J. D, Considine, a rancher from the
Mishawaka district, applied at the pany held it3 regular monthly meet- known as L, IL Putman. It is not
court house today for $34 bounty on ing last night at Its headquartefrs. The known what cognomen he bore in Las
secretary's annual report was read Cruces, Albuquerque, or the many
15 coyotes and two wild cats.
and approved, and other important other places he is said to have visitbusiness transpired. The report show ed. Vantine was arrested yesterday
Mak
"The
Photoplay tonight only,
was in excellent
by Chief Coles after being detained
military ed that the company
ing of Him," a Lubin two-ree-l
were recent- by D. T. Hoskins of the San Miguel
The
officers
who
shape.
drama. Vitagraph. comedy, "In Bridal
National bank, whom Joseph Taichert
Attire," featuring Billy Quirck. Adv. ly elected, took their places.
had notified to stop a check given
H. P. Browne of the Las Vegas in
Cliater No. 3, Royal Arch Masons,
exchange for a check writing ma
will meet Monday night in the Mason Amusement company this morning chine.
ic hall. There will be an annual elec placed on display in the window of
Vantine took a machine belonging
tion of officers followed by a lunch- Charles O'Maliey, the electrician, a to the Charles llfeld company, osteneon and smoker. All Royal Arch Ma handsome locomotive and doll, which sibly to repair the dial. He immedi
will ibe given away to some boy and
sons are requested to be present.
ately sold it to Taichert's store. He
girl of this city on Christmas night. also sold a machine, at a
greatly reThere will be a meeting of the trus- The locomotive Is capable o being duced price, to the Palace Clothing
tees of Temple Montefiore tomorrow propelled by a rider by means of company. This machine be got from
afternoon at 5 o'clock. This will oc- treadles, and there is not a lad In the zook's drug store in Santa Fe. He
cur at the residence of Herman llfeld, city who would not be pleased to get also ' obtained two of the pieces of
it The doll Is a little. dream. The mechanism from the State National
president of the congregation.
locomotive is said to be worth $25,
bank of Albuquerque, one of" which
the doll $30.
and
Christian Science services at Carhe disposed of to It. Mandell & Com
negie library Sunday morning at 11
Enrique Crespin was given a $5 bill
o'clock.
Subject of lesson ''God the
his wife last night, with the re- by
Only Cause and Creator." Reading
room at the same address, open daily, quest that he get it changed. Crespin
except Sunday, from 2 to 5 p. m. The headed directly for a saloon, where he
f
public is cordially invited to both serv- (purchased enough drinks to get
This
arrested
:'
intoxication.,
for,
ices and reading room.
imorning Judge D. R. Murray, in poAt about 7 o'clock last night a fire lice court, gave the man 15 days In jail,
alarm was turned in from the garage he heavy sentence being given he-- j
We are displaying swell lines of
of the I.as C'egas Motor Car company. cause this is the third time Crespin
Cut Glass.
a
on
has
similar
appeared
.lately
Both companies answered, but by the
Silverware.
time they arrived, on the scene, the charge; $3.95, the balance of the $5,
China Closets.
who
was
to
Mrs.
returned
Crespin,
blaze had been extinguished. It apBuffets.
pears that some one shut off the dam- earns a living for herself and family,
Dressers.
Is
it
said, by washing.
per of the stove in the garage. Coal
Library Tables.
gas accumulated and finally exploded,
AUTO STAGE
soaitteHng 'burning coal ovler the
'Push theBiitton-andRss- t'
floor. The authorities of the garage
Automobile stage line to Mora trisay that the blaze was extinguished weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
even before the alarm was turned in.; lirday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
Both companies arrived soon after the m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
alarm was given, bur. did not throw Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
any water on the blaze, mainly for m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
the reason that there was no blaze $3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
remaining. No damage was done.

Hilt f

knows there Is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will t,ell you why In unmis- tdkable terms. Order a sack to

J. C.

Funeral Directors.

.

The only kind

Quill

for

Pure

Flour

Furnltisro

I HOT

&

Cars and a full assortment of parts
on hand at all times. Also prompt
and efficient Ford
service.

Don't wait, call for a demonstration
at any time.
J. F.WESNFR

MAS

SHOPPINGS

without' practically any additional expense, we are now offering FURNITURE and RUGS
i'at prices that are very reason
able indeed.

STORE

Hug

We were able to spare enough
room in our new store building
to add a complete line of FURNITURE and RUGS. We did it

Old Fashioned

CO.

that stand up and give

satisfactory service in
this country.

VEGAS

Allff MACHINE

CO.

11

want the finest
and. highest quality in
o
CannedOlFmiits and
Vegetables order from
your Grocer.
"Hunts" Supreme Fruit
"Fort" Vegetables and Berries
If you

i

Ask your, grocer

Johnsen & Son

till Christmas

Heme Of Tba Best Of Everyllng Eatable

THE GBAAF

Grocer and Baker

Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, re
The body of the late Brother Llgouri
moved to 407 Washington. Gowns at
a member of the faculty of
Edward,
Adv.
popular prices.
the Christian Brothers' school, was
Francis X. Bushman in the "Glare sent today to Santa Fe by the Page
of the Lights," three reels at the Furniture and. Undertaking company.
The body will be buried in a cemetery
Browne Sunday night only. Adv.

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey
I

Kohn has an,Msj, Adolphine
nounced that the play to be given by
the Elks,, ''The Private Secretary,"
ill be presented at the Duncan opera
house pn Thursday, December 17. The
members of the cast are working
themselves into a state of nervous
prostration in their endeavors to
make this the best thing that Las
have ever witness
Vegas theater-goer-s
ed. Mrs. Kohn, who is coaching the
cast, eays that the show will be a
triumph for the local lodge of Elks.
Excellent music is being arranged for.
The sale of tickets will be announced
through The Optic during next week.

H. YORK

him-jsel-

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
it!

vative Bank.

d

A STORE FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE
EVERYBODY INCLUDED

Em

CARROTS

BEETS
PARSNIPS.

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

-'

SWEET POTATOES

k

SWEET POTATOES

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

No-lett-

SOUP BUNCHES

I

TURNIPS

North- -

Finch' Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

PLANT

FANCY TOMATOES

fl

FRESH TOMATOES

Order your revenue caneellors now.
Optio Pub. Co.

"The Private Secretary.'
Private Secretary?. Adv.

I

HEAD LETTUCE

J.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

A

The postofflce
department
nounces that Christmas gifts are commencing to go out. People ara
to understand that early matling
means certain delivery and no disappointments on the holiday. Nine big
sacks of presents passed throigh tne
East Las Vegas postofflce ye3:erday.
The inscription "Do Not Open Until
Christmas" Was on most of the packages. Early mailing saves worry and
disappointment. Better send those
presents immediately, the postmaster
says.

CRANBERRIES

Whose

It is thought getting away with it until he reached
Here, however, he met
one of the merchants of Las Cruces. his Waterloo. Although he deserves
It is known that he was in that town some credit for being a smooth chap',
the court decided that he should "retrying to work his game.
Vantine pulled the same line of pair" no more Peerless check writers
bunk in every city he visited, always for at least a year.
pany of the Duke City.

that he also obtained a machine from Las Vegas.

an-

M,

"The Private Secretary."
Private Secretary?. AdT.

J

.

NEW ORANGES.

NEWS

V,.

'

BANANAS.

5, 1314.

installments

LUDWID WM. 1LFELD
phone Main 379
In
Furniture and Hardware.
Everything

t
Easy Rockers.'
Hall Seats and Mirrors.
Davenport and Duofold Beds.
Wilton and Axminster Rugs.
Come and see our grand array
for the holidays.
1,1

II HOKUM'
Opposite

the Y.

FURNUURE
COMPANY

M. C. A.

M
11

